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ABSTRACT
C O M PETITIV E N E SS O F TU R K ISH C O N STR U C TIO N FIR M S IN
IN TER N A TIO N A L M A R K ETS AND A CASE STUDY: G AM AIN D U STRIA L PLANTS M AN U FACTURIN G AND E R E C T IO N C O RP.

A ŞK IN SARIBAŞ
Master o f Business Administration
Supervisor; Assist. Prof. Dr. M u rat M ERCA N
June 1995, 128 pages

The main purpose o f this thesis is to find out and analyze the competitiveness and
problems o f Turkish construction firms in international markets. In doing that, the
environment surrounding, some insights like globalization, new world order and trends in
international contracting were also stressed and emphasized. Furthermore, an industry analysis
by using Porter’s framework (Porter 1980) was also carried out. As being a case study,
GAMA-Industrial Plants Manufacturing and Erection Corp. which is operating in both
domestic and global construction markets and ranked as 94th biggest contractor in the world
in 1994, was also introduced by making its competitiveness analysis and strategical planning
with implementation proposals.

K eywords: International contracting, Turkish Construction Industry, Turkish Construction
Firms, Competitiveness, GAMA, Construction, Business Strategy, Contracts.

ÖZET
TÜ R K İNŞAAT FİR M A LA R IN IN ULUSLARARASI PA ZA R LA R D A K İ R E K A B E T
GÜ CÜ VE B İR Ö R N E K ÇALIŞM A: GAM A-ENDÜSTRİ T E SİS L E R İ İM A LA T VE
M O N T A J A.Ş.

A ŞK IN SARIBAŞ
Yüksek Lisans Tezi, İşletme Enstitüsü
Tez Y öneticisi: Yrd. Doçent Dr. M u ra t M ERCA N
Haziran 1995, 128 sayfa

Bu çalışmanın ana amacı, Türk inşaat firmalarının uluslararası rekabet gücünü ve
sorunlarını bulmak ve analiz etmektir. Bunu yaparken, Türk inşaat firmalarının karşılaştığı
çevre, küreselleşme, yeni dünya düzeni, uluslararası müteahhitlik hizmetlerindeki eğilimler gibi
yeni bakışlar da vurgulanmaya çalışılmıştır. Ayrıca, Porter'ın (Porter 1980) önerdiği çerçevede
bir endüstri analizi yapılmıştır. Bir örnek çalışma olarak, 1994 yılında yapılan sıralamada,
dünyanın 94. büyük inşaat firması Unvanını alan, hem yurtiçi, hem de uluslararası

inşaat

pazarlannda faaliyet gösteren, GAMA-Endüstri Tesisleri İmalat ve Montaj A.Ş. ele alınmış,
GAMA'nın rekabet analizi, stratejik planlaması ve uygulama önerileri sunulmuştur.

A n a h ta r Kelimeler; Uluslararası Müteahhitlik, Türk İnşaat Endüstrisi, Türk İnşaat Firmalan,
Rekabet, GAMA, İnşaat, İş Stratejisi, Sözleşmeler.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Construction industry is one o f the most important industries which is extremely crucial
for developing countries such as Turkey. Construction industry gets one o f the highest share
in GNP's o f countries. Especially, infrastructural investments such as highways, dams, powerplants, drainage and sewage systems, irrigation, airports, railways, harbors, dwelling projects,
bridge structures, tunnels, undergrounds, industrial plants and shortly all civic and civil
structures require huge amount of capital, know-how, employment, equipment and machinery
resources. For that reason, efficient and optimum allocation and usage o f scarce resources for
construction sector to ensure the development o f a country attracts great attention.

International contracting sector comprises civil and civic construction, installation,
erection, engineering, project consultancy, maintenance, repair works etc. in foreign countries
or global markets. Although the sectoral activation started after World War II to rehabilitate
the damaged Europe, the real development and acceleration had been created in early 1970's.

The oil crisis in the years o f 1973 and 1974 had given rise to huge increases in the
petroleum export revenues o f OPEC countries. These revenues were channeled to huge
investment and development projects. These developments and the investment credits given
to some countries have created demands for the international contracting. Due to these
reasons, the main markets for international construction have been North African, Middle
East, Gulf Region, Latin American and finally South and Far East Asian countries in spite o f
some shrinkage in Middle East markets, nowadays.

The decline in the oil prices, increasing foreign debts o f market countries, the protective
precautions taken by the host countries, realization o f some primary projects already and the
recession in the world economy resulted in remarkable shrinkage in international contracting
during the 1981-1987 period.

On the other hand, new dynamics and order o f the world in recent years has been
creating new trends, demands and developments for this sector.

Before these new trends emerged, the competitive pricing^idding and technical
proficiency were the main dimensions o f competition in this sector. However, the economic
and political relations and benefit equilibrium between countries, incentives, project financing
and effective engineering-consultancy services became the main constituents o f competitive
power to survive in this business, today.

In the 1970’s when there was an economic crisis at home, Turkish contractors for the
first time turned their eyes towards overseas projects. With the first contracts signed in Libya,
the Turkish international contracting started its rapid growth and during the period passed it
made remarkable progress. According the information given by the Main Consultancy o f
Contracting Services Abroad which is established by Turkish Prime Ministry, Turkish
contractors have undertaken the projects o f 33.1 billion US $ in cumulative total up to the
end o f 1994. These developments are very significant for Turkey since international
contracting revenues created by Turkish construction firms constitute the third main revenue
generating source for Turkish economy after export and tourism revenues in the aspects o f
value addition. This development and situation is one o f the main motivation evoking points
to write this thesis.

It should also be stated that in today's world, the main criteria to survive and entrench in
international contracting sector is to be entrepreneur, investor, model creator for financing the

constnjction projects and to establish good relations with the clients. Whereas, in previous
periods, bidding/pricing competitively for the tenders whose projects, designs and financial
resources are already determined and prepared was the main criterion. Therefore, this change
in the dimensions o f competitiveness for international contracting should not be disregarded.

In the MBA thesis, it is aimed to focus on construction industry o f Turkey and
particularly, Turkish construction firms and their competitiveness in international markets.
Furthermore, an industry analysis by using Porter's framework (Porter 1980) is also carried
out. As being a case-study, GAMA- Industrial Plants Manufacturing and Erection Corp.
which is operating in both domestic and global construction markets and ranked as 94 th
biggest construction firm in the world in

1994 is also introduced by making its

competitiveness analysis and strategical planning. In doing that, the environment surrounding,
some insights like globalization, new world order and trends in international contracting are
also stressed and emphasized.

CHAPTER 2
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY IN GENERAL
This chapter covers description o f the construction industry, distinct technologies used,
types o f consumers, contractual relationships and construction contracts.

Although the construction industry is essentially a service industry, it is exceedingly
complex and highly individual in character. Its responsibility is to convert plans &
specifications into a finished product. The impact o f construction on the economies o f
countries is considerable. Whatever the actual amount o f constaiction, it is spent by numerous
owners to produce capital plant improvements in which the contractor generally assumes the
responsibility for delivery o f the completed facility at a specified time & cost. In doing so he
accepts legal, financial & managerial obligations. Under the stimulus o f increasing demand for
its services, the construction industry has been expanding in geographical scope and
technological dimensions.

2.1 Description of the Sector

At the simplest level the construction sector has two main constituents; the construction
works and the suppliers and manufacturers o f construction materials. These groups are not
distinct, particularly because o f the increasing role o f specialist contractors who may both
manufacture and install sub-assemblies (such as structural steelworks, air conditioning etc.).
Architects are important players in the construction sector and even though their economic
significance is quite poor in the light o f consolidated GNP, they as a whole have a powerful

impact on the evolution o f the building industry. The classification o f construction activities
differs between countries. However, the main activities can be summarized as follows:
Metallic structures like towers, industrial buildings, bridges, off-shore structures like harbors,
seaports, process industry and energy installations (e.g. steelworks, petrochemical plants,
power stations, pipelines), dams, highways, underground, irrigation and sewage systems,
airports, housebuilding (residential) and general buildings (non-residential).

The main categories o f construction firms include the following:
•

general contractors (building and civil engineering)

•

general building contractors

•

civil engineering contractors

•

engineering construction contractors (process plant construction)

•

specialist housebuilders

•

craftsmen, artisan firms and very small construction firms

•

specialist trade contractors frequently operating as subcontractors to general contractors.

Many large contractors are active in several or all o f these activities and may have
separate subsidiaries for each market segment.

Specialist contractors

have became

increasingly important in the last couple o f decades. These include, for example, electrical
contractors, piling, tunneling, flat roofing, heating and ventilating, drainage and operators o f
specialist machinery.

The design and project management professionals (architects, engineers, surveyors) are
an essential part o f the construction sector. The construction sector is very fragmented. There
are a number o f factors that cause this, re'sulting from the diversity o f technology, customers
and market sectors.

2.1.1 Distinct Technologies

M odem buildings and other constructed facilities make use o f a multitude o f specialized
technologies which provide individual elements o f these facilities. Many o f these specialized
technologies require the coordinated work o f a long series o f firms to transform basic raw
materials into the elements o f buildings and other constructed facilities. The need to repair,
maintain and alter the existing built environment means that the industry needs to retain a
competence in most o f the technologies that were ever used in construction. Consequently,
the construction industry’s technologies range from traditional, labor intensive, site-based
crafts to sophisticated industrialized technologies in, for example, the control systems in
intelligent buildings.

Many construction firms specialize in one technology or in a small group o f related
technologies. Since the industry relies on one-off designs, each project brings many
specialized firms together to form a unique project team. Therefore, in addition to individual
specialized technologies, the industry uses general contractors, with or without independent
design consultants to create an overall design and management framework for individual
projects. There are strong technology trends that are changing the character o f construction.
Computer-aided design (CAD) systems are gradually integrating traditionally fragmented
processes.

Préfabrication is moving work away from construction sites into factories. At present this
is mainly ‘light préfabrication’ of sub-components such as building frame and modules like
toilet pods, but discredited large scale building systems may again become viable using CAD
and flexible manufacturing technology. Electronic control and communication systems are
providing a basis for intelligent buildings and infrastructures that are linking the industry’s
products with its processes in ways that were previously impossible. Environmental demands
are calling into question many o f the industry’s established methods o f manufacturing and

constnjction its products. For example, there are increasing demands that materials and
components should be capable o f being recycled.

2.1.2 Types of Consumers

The sector is also fragmented because o f the particular requirements o f different types o f
customers;
•

Most customers are small firms or individuals who have a problem that can be solved by

simple construction work e.g. repairs, maintenance or alterations. This creates an industry
with many small firms serving local markets.

•

A second category o f customer (firms or public bodies) needs more substantial

construction work but is not an expert in construction matters. They tend to use medium or
large construction firms working with independent architects or consulting engineers.

•

A third category o f customer needs construction work and is experienced in employing

an appropriate mix o f consultants and contractors to provide what they want. They tend to
determine contract conditions to suit their own ways o f working and to buy specific services
to suit the needs o f individual projects. Included in this category are many clients in the public
sector and utilities.

2.1.3 End-Products

Demand is differentiated also on the basis of the function o f the end-product. Thus
housing, general building, repairs and maintenance, civil engineering and heavy engineering
all provide separate markets served, to some extent, by distinct sets o f firms.

2.2 Contractual Relationships

In general, to produce a constructed facility, a number o f parties have to be brought
together to work within

a contractual relationship.

The technical and/or financial

responsibilities o f each party need to be defined and interrelationships between the parties
need to be established. Fortunately, many o f these relevant organizational matters have been
resolved in practice and standard documents and model procedures which are accepted by the
parties have been used for a long time. Further, the considerable experience gained in their
use has resulted in modifications and improvements being made to the systems employed
form time to time. In addition, quite different new concepts have occasionally been proposed
and a variety o f types o f organization have been developed to carry out a wide range o f
construction work smoothly and efficiently.

The party that is the customer o f the construction industry and proposes to purchase
either a constructed facility or one o f the other services that are offered by the industry, is
variously known as the client, owner, promoter or employer. One or more o f these terms
may have specific legal significance, depending on the context in which they are used.

A

client may be an individual, a group o f people, a partnership, a limited liability company or
local or central government authority.

Among other things, a client not skilled in construction practice will probably need to
obtain expert advice on one or more o f the following;
•

Feasibility studies

•

The design o f the works that are proposed

•

Specialist equipment installations

•

The preparation o f the contract documents and other contract procedures

•

Tendering procedures and tender evaluation

•

Construction programming and scheduling

•

The supervision o f the construction o f the works

•

The certification o f completed work for payment

•

Dealing with variation orders and claims for additional payments

The advisers may be from the client’s own in-house staff or they may be appointed form
outside organizations. The organizations to be drawn on may be those whose members have
professional skills in engineering -whether civil, structural, mechanical, building services, etc.or in architecture, quantity surveying, project management, etc.; also, with certain forms o f
contract, contractors may be employed who have suitable experience in design, construction
and/or construction management.

A contractor is an individual or company that contracts to carry out the construction

works. If only one contractor is appointed, the individual or the company may be known as
the main contractor. It is likely that a contractor will subcontract or sublet some o f the work
to subcontractors

who have specialist skills, experience and equipment to deal with

specialized aspects o f the work.

The contractual relationships between the parties and indeed the professional and
commercial skills o f the parties involved, will depend upon the type o f organization that a
client chooses in order to obtain the construction o f the work. It must be borne in mind that
organizations are fluid and must change to suit changes in the functions they are required to
fulfill. The general principles o f construction contractual organizations are discussed here,
but it should not be assumed that their use must be so rigid as to prevent change or
modification, or that they cover all the ways in which work can be carried out.
Organizational contractual relationships can be classified within three groups, as follows;
•

Traditional

•

Design and construction

•

Management

The traditional contractual organization is one in which a client has a direct contract
with consultants to carry out the design o f the works and also probably the supervision o f the
construction, with a quantity surveyor as one o f the consultants. The quantity surveyor will
give advice on a range o f matters relating to the cost o f the work as well as preparing some o f
the contract documents and measuring the work completed for valuation and variation
purposes together with the preparation o f a final account. Consultants are normally in
independent professional practice, with no ties to construction or property development
commercial undertakings. The client also has a direct contract with a contractor. The latter is
likely to be in contract with suppliers o f materials o f all kinds and with subcontractors for
carrying out specialist works and equipment installations.

Some o f the suppliers and/or

subcontractors may be nominated by the client or on his behalf by one o f the consultants.
Such subcontractors will normally be selected after submission o f their tender to the client and
the contractor is then instructed to enter into a contract with the nominated subcontractor in
terms that specified by the client or the consultant. Other subcontractors, those arranged by
the contractor are known as non-nominated or domestic subcontracts and are subject to the
approval o f the engineering or architectural consultant.

The organization for a design and construct method involves a client having a
contractual relationship with a design and construct contractor.

In this relationship, the

contract is for the contractor to design the proposed constructed facility and to build it. If the
client does not have the necessary in-house skills to arrange for tenders for the work to be
submitted and then for their evaluation and the selection o f a suitable contractor, a consultant
may be appointed to act on behalf o f the client and to advise the client accordingly. In such
an arrangement, the contractor may wish to arrange a contract with a consultant for design
services where the technical skills are not available to him from his own organization.

Management contractual organizations are generally formed to provide one o f two types
o f service. The first is that o f management contracting·, the other is construction
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management. For management contracting, a client has a contractual relationship with a
contractor who acts as a management contractor. It is normal practice for the management
contractor to be precluded from undertaking any o f the construction and to provide purely
management services. A client also contracts directly with consultants to provide design and
cost consultancy services. The management contractor then contracts directly with other
contractors to carry out the construction work.

A construction management organization is one in which a client enters into direct
contracts with a professional constmction manager, design and cost consultants a works
contractor. The contractor undertaking the work is then in a direct contractual relationship
with the client rather than with the construction manager.

The construction manager will

undertake such management functions as are delegated directly by the client. In this respect,
the construction manager may act as the agent o f the client.

2.3 Construction Contracts

An understanding o f constaiction contracts is essential for the operation o f a
construction projects. A construction contract is a binding agreement, enforceable in law,
containing the conditions under which the construction o f a facility will take place. It results
from an undertaking made by one party to another, for a consideration, to construct the
works that are subject o f the contract. The offer in construction is normally in the form o f a

tender and, when full and complete agreement about the conditions and the consideration
(usually paym ent) has been reached, the acceptance can be formalized. There are a number
o f essential general conditions for a valid contract to be formed, not all o f which will
necessarily apply to a construction contract. The principal requirements are that the parties to
the contract have the legal capacity to be so, that their objectives are legal, that the parties
genuinely agree to be parties to the contract, i.e., they have the intention to create a legally
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binding association between them, and that, in the case o f simple contracts, something o f
value passes in both directions.

Types o f construction contract are based predominantly on the ways in which a
contractor is paid for the work carried out. There are generally three classifications covering
the bulk o f contract work, as follows:

•

Admeasurement contracts

•

Lump sum contracts

•

Cost reimbursement contracts

Admeasurement contracts are based upon measuring the actual quantities o f work
carried out and valuing that work by applying the rates and prices quoted in a contractor’s
tender. Thus the final contract sum is not known until the work has been completed. Such
contracts are normally used where it is not possible establish accurately the quantities o f work
required to be established accurately at the time o f tender. For admeasurement contracts, a
contractor is required to submit a priced bill o f quantities or a schedule o f rates with his
tender.

A bill o f quantities is a list o f items o f work briefly described against which the

quantities to be carried are entered. Bills o f quantities (and schedules o f rates) can, and
wherever possible should, be prepared using standard item descriptions and measurements.
These are set out in widely used and accepted standards with which tenderers are normally
familiar. A contractor in preparing his tender is required to enter a unit rate or price against
each item. The bill o f quantities is often prepared for work that has been only partly designed
and detailed, and for which all the detailed drawings are not yet available.

Hence the

quantities in the bill are approximate. Similarly, a schedule o f rates is a list o f categories o f
work believed to be required in the works (but with no quantities given) against which the
tenderer is expected to write in the rate required for carrying out one unit measurement o f the
item. As alternative method to the tenderer quoting a rate is for the consultant who prepares
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the schedule o f rates to insert suitable rates and to require the tenderer to quote a percentage
by which the tenderer wishes to raise or lower them if awarded the contract.

The main advantage o f using admeasurement contracts stems from the fact that clients
can often gain an advantage in the project program, since the work can be put out to tender
before the fine detail o f the design and the drawings are finalized. This advantage, however,
is offset by the increased risk that arises form the uncertainty o f not knowing the exact
contract sum before work is commenced.

A lump sum contract is one in which the contract sum is fixed and agreed before
construction work commences. Where lump sum contracts are to be used a client must have
a clear idea of exactly what is required. There is a wide spectmm of different ways in which
this information can be conveyed to a contractor.

At one end the specification o f

requirements can be performance-oriented such as ‘ a factory to produce 150 cars per w eek’.
O f course, more detailed would be required about the performance, but the essence o f such a
contract is that a client hands over a lump sum in exchange for a factory capable o f
performing at a specified rate.

At the other end o f the spectrum, a lump sum tender is

requested for a project that is fully designed and detailed, complete with specifications for
quality o f workmanship and materials and fully detailed drawings. Because o f its nature, it is
not expected that there will be any variations to the lump sum basis once the contract is
agreed and signed, unless the requirements o f the client are altered during the course o f the
construction. Payment to a contractor, in all but smallest contracts, is normally phased
throughout the various stages o f the work, the method and sequence o f payment being part o f
the contract terms.

Lump sum contracts have the advantages to clients that the overall price for the work is
known at the outset, that the client is not too involved in the construction process itself, and
that its readily possible to arrange for competitive tenders at the pre-contract stage.
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The

evaluation o f lump sum tenders is relatively straightforward.

An additional advantage to a

client is that a considerable amount o f the risk and responsibility for the outcome o f the
project can be transferred to the contractor.

Some disadvantages o f a lump sum contract to a client are, firstly, that the overall project
program is usually longer than by employing some of the other methods available because o f
the need to provide precise details o f the works; also if changes are made to the scope o f the
work, or unforeseen difficulties arise, then disputes over payment will occur and the lump
sum price will be driven up. To assist with the resolution o f disputes, in some items o f work
delineated in the tender documents so that they provide a basis for re-evaluating work that
arises from new or changed conditions.

One form of lump sum contract that has been used increasingly in recent years is all-in-

contract. It follows from the use o f performance-oriented specification noted above. The
client prepares a brief o f what is required. This is then sent out to contractors for tendering.
Each tenderer prepares a scheme to provide the facility required by the specification and
submits to the client the relevant design drawings, specifications, etc. and lump sum price with
a completion date. The client is therefore in a contractual relationship with one party, the
successful contractor, although he may require to take professional advice during the
preparation o f the brief and in the assessment of the tenders. The all-in-contract method has
the advantage that the client pays a sum, established before construction starts, for the facility
that the client requires when the client wants it, and has no problem o f coordinating the
various services. On the other hand, the client is unable to make changes in the design and
construction processes unless they conform with the original specification, because this is
likely to give rise to considerable additional costs.

Cost-reimbursement contracts involve recording the total actual costs o f materials, plant
and labor, known as the allowable or prime costs, incurred in order to carry out the works
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and then adding to them a previously agreed fee to cover profit and head office overheads.
Such a contract is used for work where it is not possible to prepare accurate definitions o f the
extent and nature o f the works involved prior to commencing construction work. It follows,
therefore, that a tenderer would find it difficult, if not impossible, to prepare a realistic price,
in either lump sum or admeasurement terms.

An example might be where a building has

collapsed and urgent work needs to be carried out to render it safe and perhaps watertight.

Cost reimbursement contracts have a great deal o f flexibility built into them, so that the
extent o f the works to be carried out can be varied easily, as can the overall program and the
total duration involved.

On the other hand, the method has the disadvantages that it is

sometimes difficult to impose a ceiling on the amount o f money to be spent and that an
unscrupulous contractor may abuse the system unless closely supervised. The method also
demands considerable administrative input in supervising and recording expenditure, in giving
approvals for work to be undertaken and in generally controlling costs.

Where a prime cost plus percentage fee contract is used, that is where the fee consists o f
a fixed and previously agreed percentage o f the total incurred prime costs, a contractor has
little incentive to reduce total costs. So as to provide a greater incentive for a contractor to
pursue the work as efficiently as possible, a number o f variations to the prime cost plus
percentage fee for overheads and profit arrangement, as described above, have been
developed.

Another arrangement, more likely to encourage economy o f prime costs, is that o f cost

plus fixed fee.

The fixed fee is either tendered by the contractor as a lump sum or

alternatively, it may be negotiated. The fixed amount is then added to the prime costs, when
established, to give the total costs. The fixed fee may refer to a stated range o f total prime
costs and different fixed fees would then apply to different ranges.
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One more alternative method, target cost plus fee, which is believed to be effective in
economy o f cost, is to agree a target for the prime cost o f the work before any work is carried
out. This is commonly effected by using a priced bill o f quantities for the prime costs. Such a
bill is useful in valuing any variations in the scope of work as well as dealing with fluctuations
o f cost as a result o f inflation. It is often not easy to set this target accurately because o f the
nature o f some types o f work and there needs to be an awareness that setting it too high or
too low may adversely affect any incentive to be efficient. The fee ultimately payable to a
contractor is then established by adjusting the agreed basic fee (which is usually a percentage
o f the agreed target estimate). The actual fee payable is arrived at by increasing the basic fee,
in accordance with a previously agreed scale, where the actual total prime cost is less than the
target cost and decreasing it if the target cost is exceeded.
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CHAPTER 3
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY IN TURKEY
In this chapter, the history and development o f Turkish construction industry, Turkish
contracting services abroad and problems o f Turkish construction firms in global markets will
be introduced. Furthermore, new trends and markets for construction business and Turkish
firms in 1990’s and the rank o f some Turkish constaiction firms in the list o f top international
contractors will also be mentioned.

3.1 Turkish Construction Industry

The Turkish construction industry began to develop after the end o f World War II, in
1945. Between 1950 and 1970, it developed rapidly due to the American funds and other
development funds given to Turkey. During this era most o f today’s giant construction
companies were founded and established. The country, however, faced some serious troubles
when USA government funds and the United Nations Development funds were cut down due
to the embargo that was imposed after the 1973 Turkish-Greece Cyprus Peace War. The
embargo was the main starting point o f Turkey’s economic problems (Tavakoli and Tulumen
1990).

Until 1979, the country faced serious economic troubles with an increasing high rate o f
inflation, decreasing natural resources, declining exports, growing imports, and the
accumulation o f numerous unpaid debts to other countries. Consequently, like many other
sectors, the construction industry suffered a crisis during this period. There were many
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bankruptcies, unfinished jobs, legal claims and unemployed workers in the domestic market
during that time.

In 1980, after the military government took numerous precaution in an attempt to solve
the countiy’s overall problems. The military government also made some structural changes
in the economic policy. These changes had many positive effects on the sectors and the
construction industry began to rise again like many other sectors. Between 1980 and 1987,
the construction industry improved tremendously, achieving unequally success.

Share and value-added amount o f construction-sector to GNP o f Turkey is listed on
Appendix B in both in current prices and constant 1987 prices. This share generally ranges
between 5% - 7% approximately.

The sector also employs considerable amount o f workers, engineers, and architects. The
construction industry also consists o f 40 sub-industrial sectors with activity and trade among
them. The different types o f owners with whom the construction industry deals is as follows :

1. Government ministries and their General directorates
2. Municipalities
3. Private owners
4. the State Economic Enterprises
5. Other public agencies
6. Foreign agencies

Most o f the top contractor firms are conglomerates with investments in other industries
such as, banking, tourism, marketing, import - export, automotive, construction materials and
cement production.
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The Turkish Ministry o f Public Works and Resettlement uses a contractor classification
system to control the nature and size o f the projects a contractor may be allowed to bid on
and issues a contracting license and a technical proficiency certificate. The classification is
based on the past experience, technical and management abilities o f the contractor and is
renewed every third year with an adjusted ceiling. According to this system, the Turkish
contractors are grouped into three major classifications : group A (large and technical
projects), group B (medium and small projects) and group C (electrical and mechanical).

The Turkish construction sector is mostly a non-union sector. The major public works
owners are: the Ministry Public Works and Resettlement, the Ministry o f Energy and Natural
Resources, the Ministry o f Communications and Transportation, the Ministry o f National
Defense, the Ministry o f Tourism, and other public corporations and municipal owners.
Among these, the Ministry o f Public Works and Resettlement is the major owner. It has six
general directorates o f Highways, Water Works, Railroad, Port, Airport, Construction Works,
Catastrophe Precautions, and Technical Research and Applications.

3.2 Turkish Contracting Services Abroad

Turkish contracting services abroad play a vital role for the Turkish economy for the
aspects o f the accumulation and transfer o f technology, employment, foreign exchange and
exports. After the oil crisis in 1973, the dramatically increasing oil prices resulted in large
amount o f revenue increases to the oil exporting countries. Since the most o f these increasing
revenues were channeled to domestic investments by these oil-exporting countries, a
considerable amount o f new business possibilities have arisen. In the 1970’s when there was
an economic crisis at home, Turkish contractors for the first time turned their eyes towards
overseas projects. With the first contracts signed in Libya the Turkish international
contracting started its rapid growth and during the period passed it made remarkable
progress.

According to the information given by the Main Consultancy o f Contracting
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Services Abroad which is established by Turkish Prime Ministry, Turkish contractors have
undertaken the projects o f 33.1 billion USA $ in cumulative total from the beginning in 1970's
to the end o f 1994. In Appendix A, the distribution o f contracts awarded by Turkish
contractors across countries is listed (Yurtdışı Müteahhitlik Hizmetleri

Başbakanlık

Başmüşavirliği Faaliyet Raporu, 1995).

Moreover, up to now, the total volume o f work undertaken solely by member
contracting firms o f Turkish Contractors Association (TCA) and Union o f International
Contractors has reached the value o f 25 billion USA $. The distribution o f construction works
abroad on the basis o f field o f activities and countries by the members o f TCA-Union o f
International Contractors are depicted for the 1970-1989 and 1990-1994 periods in Figure 1,
2, 3, 4. respectively. The Turkish construction sector is now using the highest technologies in
the market and constructing every kind o f major infrastaicture and building projects.

Although the information obtained from several sources are not identical, according to
the Turkish Contractors Association, the present share o f the Turkish construction sector in
the international market is now over 5 % as a result o f its continuous success in the last 25
years.

Following North Africa and the Middle East, which remained major markets for long
years, in the mid-1980’s Turkish contractors entered into the former USSR region. Now this
initiative is oriented towards south and south-east Asia with contracts won in Pakistan and
Malaysia. On the European market, in Germany Turkish contractors, directly or through the
German firms they bought or established, accomplished a work value o f 800 million DM. As
a recent development, the projects in the framework o f Beirut reconstruction program are
being with interest followed. The geographical break-down o f the cumulative work-volume
o f the members o f Turkish Contractors Association whose share constitutes 90 % o f the
Turkish contractors won abroad is as following:
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Fig. 1. Distribution of Works of Turkish Construction Firms Abroad
on the Basis of Fields of Activity (1970-1989 Period)
Source: Directory o f Turkish Contractors 1994, Turkish Contractors Association, p. 16
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Fig. 2. Distribution of Works of Turkish Construction Firms Abroad
on the Basis of Fields of Activity (1990-1994 Period)
Source: Directory o f Turkish Contractors 1994, Turkish Contractors Association, p .l6
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•

Libya -32.33 %
The Russian Federation -27.14 %
Saudi A rabia-14.27%
Iraq -6.31 %
Kazakhstan -3.28 %
Uzbekistan -2.71 %
Kuwait -2.44 %
Ukraine -1.06 %
Jordan -0.92 %
Azerbaijan -0.65 %
Yemen -0.57 %

If the market trends and shares are analyzed from the year 1990, it is possible to see that
before 1990, Libya, Saudi Arabia and Iraq were the first three countries in terms o f workvolume. On the other hand, after 1990, the ranks o f the first three were occupied by the
Russian Federation, Libya and Kazakhstan.

Turkish Contractors’ area o f experience or field o f activities covers a large variety o f
construction types such as motorways, tunnels, bridges, dams, airports, seaports or harbours,
all kinds buildings and shortly most o f the types o f civic structures. The distribution or break
down o f cumulative work-volume according to construction types is as following (Turkish
Contractors Association);
•

housing-35.84 %

•

hotels/hospitals -9.2 %

•

buildings -12.72 %

•

infrastructure -10.28 %

•

irrigation -5.32 %

•

roads^ridges/tunnels-5.23 %
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•

industrial plants/refineries -4.46 %

•

airport/seaport-1.83 %

•

others-15.12%

Before 1990, the ranking o f construction types according to volume size was as follows;

Housing, infrastructure, buildings, roads/bridges/tunnels, danis/power stations. After
1990, with some changes, the ranking is as the following:

Housing, irrigation, buildings, hotels/hospitals, industrial plants.

The construction projects completed by Turkish contractors have been universally
acclaimed. The TCA claims that Turkish contractors will be preferred in the Central Asian
Republics in the coming years in the process o f foreign direct investments by the EU, USA,
Japan and Australia.

Contractors

enter overseas markets for many

reasons,

ranging

from

outright

opportunism to stark necessity. Some o f these reasons relate to the individual company, while
others stem from a national need. The opportunities and needs for exporting construction:

Influences largely at national level;
•

Foreign exchange to be gained from profits and workers’ wages

•

Banker deals and soft loans

•

Gains o f expertise in new technologies and improved quality

•

Creation o f employment for unemployed labor directly in construction and indirectly in
the materials sector

•

Cultural and religious sector
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Influences largely at company level:
•

Overseas markets offer better growth/ profit

•

Spare production capacity

As in many developing countries, gaps in the balance o f payments is one o f the biggest
problems for Turkish economy. A significant role has been played by overseas contractors in
creating employment and contributing to economic growth and to the balance o f payments.
Foreign exchange has been injected into the Turkish economy through workers' remittances,
by the transfer o f profits and depreciation funds back to Turkey and by stimulating the export
o f construction materials from Turkey. Turkish workers in Turkish construction companies
are paid generally small fraction o f their wages and the rest o f these wages retained by their
employer and paid directly to their accounts in Turkey as foreign currency.

3.2.1 Problems of Turkish Contracting Services Abroad

A specific survey was conducted for the problems o f construction sector and the results
o f this survey was listed in the journal o f Chamber o f Civil Engineers (September, 1994). The
subject o f this survey was: "What are the problems of construction sector?" The question was
divided into two main categories as: domestic market for construction and contracting
services abroad. Additionally, the problems for contracting services abroad were analyzed in
two categories as before and after the tender. The results for contracting services abroad are
tabulated in Table 1.
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Table 1. Problems o f Turkish Contracting Services Abroad

The problem s before tender:
Financial support o f government and

YES(% )

N O (% )

95

5

91

9

82

18

73

27

91

9

86

14

64

36

eximbank is not sufficient
There is no insurance system for sharing foreign market
risk o f Turkish contractor
Government does not support us for
bidding as a creditor in international markets
Institutions o f sector and government does not
follow and scan the tender legislation in related
countries and does not provide any easiness
and convenience
There is no cooperation between workers
,employers and government in international tenders
Domestic construction firms do not help and
support each other in international competition.
They do not compete with only foreign firms,
but with domestic firms too.
Turkish representative agencies and embassies
abroad do not help contractors in international tenders
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Table 1. (Continued)

The problem s arise after tender:

Y ES(% )

N O (% )

64

36

Recruitment and selection is not easy

64

36

Government does not provide support and

95

5

68

32

82

18

82

18

There is problem o f double taxation

82

18

Incentives are necessary in bringing the

95

5

91

9

91

9

There are problems related to recruitment
and qualified staff

protect the tender-winning firms until the contract
is signed against foreign competitors
Export o f construction materials from Turkey
related to projects abroad is not encouraged
Government does not support the construction
firms in collecting the receivable
Government does not fulfill the collection o f
receivable by barter methods when needed

construction machines and equipment to
home after completing works
Customs tax is unnecessary in bringing the
construction machines and equipment to
home after completing works
Problems related to approval o f contracts
awarded are existing in some countries
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3.3 International Construction Industry in the 1990’s

The constnjction industry has expanded to an increasingly global scale o f production.
International spatial and temporal dimensions o f this sector, including changes in international
market share, rising global competition and its strong linkages to the petroleum industry are
explored.

The international construction market moved into high gear in 1993 and the Asian
market was the engine that draws it. New international contracts rose 5.9%, according to
ENR(Engineering News-Record) survey o f top international contractors. A 20% gain in the
Asian market was more than enough to overpower sluggish markets in Europe, Latin
America, The Middle East, and Africa. Overall, new international contracts for ENR’s top
international contractors reached an all-time high o f $155.2 billion in 1993, up from $146.5
billion in 1992. Petroleum and petrochemical projects continued to top the international
market with 37% o f all international contracts by volume in 1993.

The power market really searched in 1993, reflecting the vast energy needs o f the Pacific
Rim. ENR’s top international contractors recorded $15 billion in new power contracts during
1993, a 59.6% jump from 1992 level. The market is expected to grow for years to come, with
China along needing approximately 15,000 Mw to 18,000 Mw annually (ENR- Engineering
News-Record-The Top International Contractors, 1994). A common approach in expanding
into a new market is to buy part or all o f a local firm.

The overall market share o f new contracts won by Japanese contractors in the Top
International Contractors survey rose 63% to $20.2 billion. Japanese firms are benefiting from
established positions in the growing economies o f East Asia and the continuing Japanese
manufacturing and real estate investment in the region. East and Southeast Asia are promising
markets nowadays. Especially Taiwan, Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, Hong Kong, China,
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Vietnam and India are major markets. In Vietnam, much will depend on the success o f oil and
gas companies in making significant findings. The booming market in China has many
international contractors scrambling. Furthermore, many contractors are closely watching
Israel and Lebanon in the medium term and feel optimistic about South Africa. Eastern
Europe is disappointing to many international contractors. According to ENR, the former
Soviet Union offers the best prospect for the next couple o f year. Moreover, Morocco,
Tunisia and Algeria are also potential markets.

Some of these markets which have potential for Turkish contractors are elaborated In the
following subsections.

3.3.1 Morocco

In Morocco, a Turkish firm is proceeding in energy infrastructure projects. Still apart
from that, some Turkish firms acquired the competence qualification for motorway projects.
Moreover, among the planned projects in Morocco, 200,000 estate houses attracts the
attention. In 1995, for 40,000 o f these houses, tenders will be organized. However, it should
be noted that since the financial resources o f Morocco is not sufficient for these projects, the
candidate contractors are required to offer financial packages and spread the payback
duration to long periods.

3.3.2 Tunisia

EC members and USA are providing financial support to Tunisian developmental
projects.

The

main

projects are

in the

telecommunication.
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fields o f irrigation,

dams,

electrification,

3.3.3 South Africa

In South Africa, huge projects are planned under the name o f “Restructuring and
Development Program” which totals to 25 billion dollars. These projects include the
construction o f 1 million estate houses, potable water and electricity projects for 2.5 million
families. According to information given by Main Consultancy o f Prime Ministry, establishing
joint ventures with domestic firms and providing financial aids are necessary for Turkish
firms.

3.3.4 Hong Kong

The main projects in Hong Kong are housing, soil feasibility studies, pumping stations,
harbors, roads and drainage, water works, electrical and mechanical installations.

3.3.5 Algeria

Although Algeria is a potential market for Turkish firms, due to political instabilities
existing, the expected developments are stagnant.

3.3.6 Indonesia

Water pipeline projects, dams and hydroelectric power plants and other projects are
generally financed by World Bank and Asian Development Bank. Moreover, the population
and proximity to Pacific Rim o f this country, creates attractiveness.

3.3.7 Thailand

After the visit o f Minister o f Foreign Affairs of Thailand to Turkey, between the days 1-6
June 1994, a common conclusion was reached so that new cooperations and joint ventures
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between Turkish and Thai firms could be established. Again, the proximity o f this country to
Pacific Rim attracts attention.

3.3.8 Taiwan

Although there are no diplomatic representatives like embassies between Turkey and
Taiwan, “Taipei - Economic and Cultural Office” exists in Ankara which deals with economic
and cultural relations. Taiwan has a special program called as “Development Plan for Six
Years” for 1991 - 1996 period. In spite o f some delays in this program, it includes city and
regional planning, mass housing, transportation and communication, irrigation, water
resources and flood control, environmental protection, agriculture, forestry and fishing,
energy and distribution, industrial production, service, tourism, science and technology, public
health, culture and education, social security which all totals 300 billion dollars. For that
reason, Taiwan is very significant market for Turkish contractors if necessary strategic actions
are taken.

3.3.9 Former Eastern Germany

This region has the potential o f 80 - 100 billion dollars o f construction projects according
to the projections done.

3.3.10 Russian Federation

Despite all its clumsiness and poor economy, our north neighbor, main constituent o f
former super power Russian Federation (RF) still continues to be a military giant.
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Since RP can not pay its debts, they sell weapon to various countries and try to export
whatever they can sell to earn foreign currency. As observed during the last events in Bosnia,
RF does not seem to leave its ex-colonies easily.

Separation o f USSR created many threats and opportunities. Turkey will get the highest
share from these opportunities and threats.

Turkey and Russia have many mutual interests in various fields, however, because o f
these interests many struggles are expected in the future. On the other hand, increase o f
commercial and economic relations can prevent these struggles.

3.3.10.1 Economic Environment

Population o f Russia approaches 150 million. In year 1991, its GN? per capita was
$3,220. However Russia could not preserve its position. In 1993 industrial production
decreased 16% with respect to previous year and petroleum production decreased about 15%.
Continuation o f decrease in GNP is expected. Also expectations about continuous
government intervention in economy is increasing. By the enactment o f a decree in 1993
functions o f foreign banks that are permitted to operate in Russia are limited. According to
this decree, more than half o f the equity o f foreign banks has to be owned by a Russian. Price
increases in Russia continue at an increasing rate.

In 1992, inflation rate was 2600. In 1993 inflation rate was reduced to 900 and in
January 1994, inflation realized as 20%.

Russia experience foreign currency difficulties as well. In this frame in 1994, taxes taken
from imports are increased. However value o f ruble against dollar still depreciates. In Russia,
privatization o f debtor government enterprises are given priority.
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In 1994, foreign capital entered into Russia reached 2 billion dollar. Market share o f
companies that are owned fully by foreigners constitutes 40% o f joint ventures and number o f
American companies exceeded 500.

3.3.10.2 Property Right Law

In October 1993, Russian citizens were given the right o f owning land. Foreigners were
also given the right o f owning land under the condition o f partnership with a Russian.

In 1994, unemployment reached 3 million. To decrease unemployment, it was decided
that companies that brought foreign workers to CIS make an extra payment to government.

3.3.10.3 Energy

Energy is the vital sector o f Russia. Russia expressed its intention to co-operate with
OPEC. At the same time. World Bank announced that it will give $2 million credit in 1994 to
support investments in energy sector. For the establishment o f a nuclear power plant in
Siberia, Russia co-operated with Siemens AG.

3.3.10.4 Foreign Trade

The most important export products o f Russia are petroleum and petroleum products
(derivatives), natural gas, diamond and other valuable mines, chemicals, lumber and weapon.
Main importers from Russia are Germany, Italy, China, former Chechkoslavakia, Holland and
England.
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Russia imports mainly agricultural products and food. It imports from Germany, Italy,
America, China and Japan. Turkey's export to Russia realized as about 800 million dollar in
1994.

3.3.10.5 Foreign Loans

Foreign loans o f Russia reached $78.7 billion by the end o f 1992 and riskiness of Russia
is increasing. Nowadays, English, French and American eximbanks give loans only to short
and medium term projects within some limits. Credits given by international finance
institutions are usually for petroleum and natural gas projects.

3.3.11 Turkish Contractors in Russia and CIS

Turkey and Russia after signing the agreement about principles o f relations between two
country in May 1992, ratified their intentions to develop co-operation in trading & economy
in December 1993. According to the agreement, Turkey will transfer technology to Russia in
telecommunication, petroleum refineries, harbor and defense industries.

In 1985, using the opportunities created by natural gas agreement, Turkish contractors
entered into Russian market.

At the beginning, Turkish Eximbank credits played an important role in the development
o f trade between Turkey and Russia. However, during previous years, these credits entered
into a problematic duration. Turkish Eximbank announced that overcoming the 1994 crisis
constitutes the ftindamental focus o f the bank in 1995. Thus, it will not provide any new
credit in 1995.
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Turkish contractor firms are now involved in 222 projects in CIS with a value o f over $9
billion. Projects completed amounts to $2 billion.

Although Russia and CIS are in an economic crisis, it seems that trading and production
units and private sector o f Russia is activated.

Turkey set the bases o f Black Sea Economical Co-operation project. In spite o f slow
progress made, there is an attempt for establishment o f a bank, which can increase
opportunity for co-operation.

Soviet Union had been designed and planned in a way to prevent the separation o f
member republics. As a result, separation o f economic relations between member republics
will take a long time.

In fact, these republics continue to form new ties not only in economic relations but also
in politics and defense.

Turkey had two projects with ex-Soviet Republics which disturbs Russians. First one is
the transfer o f natural gas from Turkmenistan to Europe through Turkey. Second one is the
construction o f pipeline through Turkey to Mediterranean.

Turkey still faces difficulties in its relations with CIS mainly in financing and
transportation. Frequent changes in regulations and unexpected taxes also creates problems.

However, importance o f CIS for Turkey increased one fold because o f the above
mentioned developments in pipelines. Turkey has also established close relations with the new
republics. Since 1991, between Turkey and Middle Asian Republics as well as Caucasus
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republics, a web o f close relations has been formed. Credits given by Turkish government and
projects undertaken by Turkish contractors constituted the basis o f these relations.

Total exports o f Turkey to CIS was $1.5 billion in 1994 according to temporary figures.

3.3.12 Government Policy

Governmental support is lacking in Turkey. Eximbank does not provide enough export
and risk credits. However European countries have extensive credit opportunities. However,
in Russia, lack o f credit does not constitute a disadvantage for Turkish firms, because Russia
is too risky and European eximbanks or similar institutions do not want to give these
supports. However, if they want to penetrate into this market, since Turkish firms are not able
to finance themselves, situation will turn to disadvantage o f Turkish contractors.

Government declared that, as an incentive they will not collect tax from contractors for
their projects undertaken in a foreign country. However, later on they put 10% tax and it is
possible that the amount o f tax will be increased. Fortunately, as a result o f an agreement
between Turkey and Russia, Turkish contractors are paying tax only in Turkey for the
projects undertaken in Russia.

3.3.13 Ranks of Turkish Contractors in International Markets

In this section, ranks o f Turkish Contractors in the top 250 international contractors list
prepared by Engineering News Record (1994-1992-1991) will be given. Ranks for the years
1994,1992,1991 are tabulated on Table 2, 3 ,4 respectively. It should be reminded that the
ranks are determined for the previous year's contracts awarded, not cumulative total
contracts.
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Table 2. Turkish Contractors In the Top 250 International Contractors, 1994
Source: ENR-Engineering News-Record, August 29, 1994

RANK

FIRM

International 1993

Total

C ontracts ($ million)

($ million)

74

STFA

435.6

439.6

88

TEKFEN

283.6

730

92

ENKA

250.4

250.4

94

GAMA

245.4

312.4

105

TERSER

199.4

238.9

160

BAYTUR

53

162.3

Table 3. Turkish Contractors In the Top 250 International Contractors, 1992
Source; ENR-Engineering News-Record, August 24, 1992

RANK

FIRM

International 1991

Total

C ontracts ($ million)

(S million)

74

STFA

372.3

375.6

90

ENKA

242.1

257.1

148

TEKFEN

56.7

276.2

162

SOYAK

40.0

40.0
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Table 4. Turkish Contractors In the Top 250 International Contractors, 1991
Source: ENR- Engineering News-Record, July 21, 1991

RANK

FIRM

International 1990

Total

C ontracts (S million)

(S million)

91

STFA

201.2

419.7

94

ENKA

193.0

499.5

160

BAYTUR

47.1

211.9

162

SOYAK

45.0

45.0

170

MESA

36.0

241.0

211

NUROL

9.0

579.6
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CHAPTER 4
GAMA- INDUSTRIAL PLANTS MANUFACTURING AND
ERECTION CORP.
4.1 History of GAMA

The founder o f the enterprise, has established his one man contracting firm in 1946 and
through the performance of various successful civil contracts, a good reputation was already
established during the year of 1957, when he was initially joined by Erol Üçer followed up by
Yüksel Erimtan and Uğurhan Tunçata whereby contracts were jointly carried out from then
on under the title RAİF MUMCÜ and Associates.

The same founders established the GAMA CONSTRUCTION CO. LTD. in 1959.
GAMA Construction Co. Ltd. successfully carried forth the success and good reputation by
becoming engaged in challenging contracts o f diversified natures a different organization.
GAMA Construction Co. Ltd. still continues with the good performance in the civil
construction field, employing a large and capable technical and administrative crew. The
contracts are assumed either independently or shared with other Enterprises o f The GAMA
Group, whereby the latter arrangement contributes strength to other GAMA members.

In 1962, the same partners established FENNİ VE GAMA CONSTRUCTION GROUP
LTD. which was intended mainly for business o f foreign origin. This new outfit kept up the
success trend concluding many foreign and domestic origin contracts and established the basis
o f a broad technical cooperation with the Babcock and Wilco.x Co. USA and Bailey Meter
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Co. while also collaborating with firms o f world wide reputation like Westinghouse Electric
Int. Co. and many others. Employing a powerful staff and the wide organization, this outfit
started undertaking mechanical and electrical erection and instrumentation jobs, whereas
these were performed in Turkey only by foreign firms up to that time, and by the addition o f
the present capability in civil construction to the latter, opened up the era o f turnkey nature
contracts, became the first Turkish firm to be qualified for world bank financed projects.

Foundation o f another company FE-GA PRESTRESSED CONCRETE WORKS
CORP. followed in 1967. During the course o f the same year FREYSSINET CORP. was
established to which FE-GA became a shareholder.

FE-GA happens to be the first Turkish firm which became engaged in the fabrication o f
prestressed concrete elements (over 1,000,000 m2 o f construction is realized by using FE-GA
prestressed elements). The FREYSSINET CORP. also the first in Turkey in this specific field,
served to many industries which includes the supply o f the post tensioned concrete element to
the bridges and viaducts o f the approach ways o f the Istanbul Bosphorous Bridge.
FREYSSINET CORP. either supplies sole products to contractors or performs services as a
contractor utilizing her own products in the course o f the contract.

Through the participation o f some o f the key personnel serving in FENNİ VE GAMA
CONSTRUCTION GROUP LTD, GAMA INDUSTRIAL PLANTS MANUFACTURING
AND ERECTION CORP. was established in 1970. Based on the experience gained in earlier
activities o f the above mentioned firms, it has rapidly gained a leading position in Turkey in
the field o f civil construction, erection works, pipeline construction, turnkey contracting and
manufacturing works.

The company has grown both in depth and breadth o f experience, contributing to the
modernization and industrialization efforts o f Turkey with the construction o f major power
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plants, factories, buildings, water and sewage treatment plants, bridges and various other
infrastructure projects and also extended activities and services to East Europe, Common
Wealth o f Independent States (former USSR) and the middle East countries.

GAMA came into contact with foreign firms as early as 1967, initially collaborating with
them in Turkey and applying international standards and methods; later undertaking its first
contract abroad, with the National Petrochemical Co. o f Iran in 1975.

Business abroad is developed, enhanced and backed up by a network o f branch offices o f
liaison offices and associate companies established in key locations throughout the Middle
East Europe and Common Wealth O f Independent States.

4.2 Field of Activities

The areas o f specialization and variety o f services offered by GAMA up to now have
included architectural and civil construction, erection, pipeline installations, manufacturing
and turnkey contracting.

4.2.1 Civil Construction

In this field GAMA offers turnkey services including design and engineering. GAMA has
experience in:
•

industrial plants

•

factory construction

.

high-rise buildings

.

business and shopping centers

.

dams, high-ways, bridges and other infrastructure works

.

housing
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•

prestressed, prefabricated concrete works

4.2.2 Power Plants

GAMA offers turnkey constmction services from design to commissioning as well as
operation and maintenance. GAMA has extensive experience in oil and gas fired thermal
power plants as well as coal fired thermal power plants covering full range o f activities from
fuel supply or coal transportation and handling. Main power station with all auxiliary units
including cooling towers and switchyard and ash and slag transportation and disposal. The
services provided include;

civil works
steel structures
prestressed, prefabricated concrete works
erection works
mechanical, electrical instrumentation, piping installations
civil and structural design
plant commissioning
plant operation and maintenance
procurement and supplies related with above works

4.2.3 Pipeline Projects

GAMA offers turnkey construction services from design to commissioning. GAMA has
experience in;
.

petroleum products pipelines

.

water supply pipelines

.

water and sewage transmission pipelines
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•

ore transfer pipelines

•

industrial plants field distribution pipelines

4.2.4 Industrial Plants

In the field o f industrial plants, GAMA offers turnkey construction services from design
to commissioning as well as operation and maintenance. GAMA has experience in;

petroleum refineries
petrochemical plants
chemical process plants
fertilizer plants
cement plants
iron and steel plants
water and sewage treatment plants
other industrial plants with technological equipment

The services offered include:

civil works
^ steel structures
prestressed, prefabricated concrete works
erection works
mechanical, electrical instrumentation, piping installations
civil and structural design
plant commissioning
plant operation and maintenance
procurement and supplies related with above works
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4.2.5 GAMA as a Supplier of Steam Generating Equipment

From 1966 to date, GAMA has been a supplier o f high pressure, high capacity water
tube steam boilers with the capability to design to all fuels. Through utilization o f state-of-theart know-how via license agreements and technical cooperation with a selection o f enterprises
from all over the world, the capabilities o f GAMA comprise:

fuel oil and/or natural gas fired package type industrial boilers
coal/lignite fired water tube boilers with mechanical firing grates
fluidized bed boilers for low calorie lignite and industrial waste
complete industrial boiler plants on turnkey basis
cogeneration plants on turnkey basis
steam generation from refuse
waste heat boilers
heating centers for large housing compounds

The relevant in-situ works, in the way o f civil constaiction, erection and service, are also
performed by expert crews from GAMA as to integrate all field requirements into a single
total responsibility.

4.2.6 GAMA Fabrication Plant

The fabrication plant o f GAMA was initially set up in 1965 for the purpose o f fabricating
heavy steel structures, industrial steam boilers, pressure vessels and specialty equipment.
Facilities have expanded parallel to the development in Turkey. GAMA is also engaged in
many fabrication projects abroad, especially in the Middle East.
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The facilities are situated in Etimesgut and comprise 100 000 sq. m. o f total site area. A
staff o f over 350 engineers, technicians, workers and administrative personnel are employed
at the premises. The sophisticated equipment and the highly skilled craftsmen can fabricate
approximately 10 000 tons o f steel through the seven fabrication areas per shift per annum.
Production areas are laid out so that an uninterrupted flow o f work is achieved from one to
the other.

4.3 Other Ventures

4.3.1 Technology Transfers

1) Cooperation with Martin Marietta-USA\ GAMA Endüstri A.Ş. and Martin Marietta
Overseas Corporation have established a joint stock company Martin Marietta- GAMA
Electronics and Information Technologies and Trade Corp. (MMGE) to pursue electronics
and information management systems and related activities in Turkey and throughout the
Middle East.

In principle, MMGE delivers high technology and high quality data processing services,
with its wide spectrum ranging from feasibility studies to system analysis, technical
consultance to system operations and application software development to user training.

2) Cooperation with Babcock and Wilcox USA-Canada: Babcock and Wilcox GAMA
Boiler Technology Corp. is established in 1990 as a joint venture between Babcock & Wilcox
International o f the USA and Canada, and GAMA Endüstri. The company’s area o f expertise
is in the design and marketing Babcock & Wilcox’s complete range o f industrial and small
utility boilers for application in Turkey, its neighboring countries, and the Middle East. BW
and GAMA have worked together for almost 30 years, with GAMA initially serving as
B&W ’s Sales Representative in Turkey. GAMA then became a licensee for selected B&W
products, carrying out more than sixty boiler projects in this period.
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4.3.2 Tourism

GAMA has invested for a 5 star Resort Hotel situated in the tranquil town o f Beldibi, on
the shores o f the Mediterranean, 25 km from Antalya.

4.4 Subsidiaries and Affiliates
In Turkey
GAMA Construction Corp.
GAMA Marketing Corp.
GAMA Electronics Industries and Trade Corp.
FE-GA Prestressed Concrete Industry Corp.
Santem Industrial Plants Erection Corp.
T.G.T Electric Power Corp.
MMGE Martin Marietta GAMA Electronic and Information Technology
Corp.
Babcock and Wilcox GAMA Boiler Technology Corp.
GAMA-Gazprom Marketing and Trading Corp.
Trakya Power Generation and Trade Corp.

Abroad
GAMA A1 Moushegah Arabia Ltd., Saudi Arabia
GAMA Industrie und Wohnunsbau GmbH, Germany
GAMA and Co. Spol., Czech Republic
Zapsibgazgama, Russian Federation
GAMA Industry Sdn. Bhd., Malaysia
GAMA Industry, Moscow
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4.5 Offices

In Turkey
Head Office, Ankara
Istanbul Branch Office, Istanbul

At abroad
Moscow, Russian Federation
Tyumen, Russian Federation
Ashgabat, Turkmenistan
Frankfurt, Germany
Prague, Czech Republic
A1 Khobar, Saudi Arabia
Abu Dhabi, UAE
Baghdad, Iraq
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

4.6 Organizational Structure

GAMA Endüstri A.Ş. has a corporate Board o f Directors consisting o f 7 members.
Chairman o f the Board is the Chief Executive o f the Company. The Deputy Chairman is the
Executive Officer o f the Company. The Managing Director runs the company. Assisted by
two Assistant Managing Directors, in charge o f domestic operations and overseas operations
respectively.

A Project Manager assigned to each contract at the Main Office, has full support o f
design, procurement, manufacturing and shipping sections as well as the administration
department. Project Managers report to the related Assistant Managing Director.
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Business promotion, proposai, engineering, computer center, procurement, personnel,
finance, accounting, and cost control departments are all head by the Managing Director.
Technical Advisors, Legal Advisors, Financial Advisors, the Planning and Investment
Coordinator also report to the Managing Director.

The affiliates and subsidiary companies o f GAMA are also directed by similar,
independent Board o f Directors, yet a number o f the board members are member o f the
Board o f Directors o f more than one GAMA Company. The principle shareholders o f the
Company are the key personnel working for the company. This increases incentive and
contributes to the success o f the company. GAMA has the following workforce:
•

Engineers, 329

•

Administrative Personnel, 7 18

•

Craftsmen, 7563

.

TOTAL, 8610

4.7 Contracts

GAMA has been actively involved in all major projects intended to be realized under the
Build-Operate-Transfer model introduced by the Government and agreements have been
signed for the following ones from among them;

. Birecik Dam and Hydrotdectric Power Plant Project

Turnkey construction’ start up and commissioning o f Birecik Dam and 6x112 MW
Hydro-Electric Power Plant to be undertaken by the civil works joint venture o f Hoizmann
Aniagen GmbH o f Germany, Strabag Osterrich A.G. o f Austria and GAMA with the HydroElectric Mechanic Group o f Gee Alsthom ACEC Energie S.A. o f Belgium, Cegelec S.A. and
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Gee Alsthom S.A. o f France, Sulzer Escher Wyss GmbH o f Austria and GAMA, will be
completed in 5.5 years and operated for 15 years by Verbund-Plan Ges.m.b.H. o f Austria. An
implementation o f contract was initialed between the Ministry o f Energy and Natural
Resources and the consortium on March 19, 1993 with subsequent ground breaking
ceremony on May 23rd, 1993. Test and preparatory works at site started in mid 1994 and
actual work is planned to begin in 1995. Articles o f Association and Shareholders Agreement
o f the Birecik Company were signed between the project sponsors and Turkish Electricity
Generation and Transmission Corp. On December, 1994 and the establishment o f the
company will be finalized in 1995.

• İzmit Potable Water Project

The project consists o f the constmetion o f a water treatment plant and the installation
o f water supply pipeline to İzmit and then to Istanbul, as well as the completion o f the
Kirazdere Dam in Yuvacik which is being constaicted by GAMA under a separate contract.
The construction work will be undertaken by a consortium made up o f PWT o f UK, GAMA
and GÜRİŞ. The facilities will be operated for fifteen years by Thames Water Pic. o f UK and
owned by a company o f which the founders will be the Municipality o f İzmit, Thames Water
Pic., Mitsui and Sumitomo o f Japan, GAMA and GÜRİŞ o f Turkey. An implementation
contract was initialed on July 21st, 1993 between the consortium and the Municipality o f
İzmit. The work is expected to start in mid 1995 following the conclusion o f financing
agreements and loan syndications. The owner company, İzmit Su A.Ş., will be established in
January 1995.

. Marmara Natural Gas-Fired Power Plant Project

Construction o f 480 MW Marmara Natural Gas Fired Combined Cycle Power Plant in
Marmara Ereglisi, will be undertaken by Trakya Elektrik Üretim ve Ticaret A.Ş., that is
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established with the partnerships o f Enron Power Holding C.V. and Wing International Ltd.
o f USA, Midlands Generation Ltd. o f UK and GAMA. The power from the plant will be sold
to Turkish Electricity Generation and Transmission Corp. and it will be the showcase o f
Turkey’s commitment to clean and environmentally appropriate power generation. In 1993,
implementation agreement with Ministry o f Energy and Natural Resources, energy sales
agreement with TEA§ and gas sales agreement with Bota§, in 1994, site services agreement
have been initialed and the environmental impact assessment report has been approved by the
Ministry o f Environment. The project is expected to become effective in mid 1995.

Currently, value o f contracts, both at-hand and completed, amounts to $900,000,000 for
overseas and $1,000,000,000 for domestic ones. Contracts History, contracts at hand and
contracts completed are also depicted on Figure 5, 6, 7 respectively.

4.7.1 New Contracts Overseas

1. Turnkey construction o f 4 star standard Molnia Mother and Child Health Care Sanitarium
in Tuapse, Russian Federation Zapsibgazpromstroy, started in February 1994 and 75% o f
the work has been completed. The 276 room Sanitarium, with a construction area o f
21,500 sqm, will be completed in June 1995.

2. Construction o f Kabardinka Sibirski Ogoniok Pension House in Novorosisk, Russian
Federation, for Tyumentransgaz started in February 1994 and 30% of the work have been
completed. The 158 room Pension House, with a construction area o f 16,500 sqm, will be
completed in October 1995.

3. Construction o f Villas, additional to the Mountain Resort Hotel that is being built, in
Krasnaya Polyana, Sochi, Russian Federation, for Lazurnaya Hotel Turkish - Russian
Joint Venture, started in November, 1994 and will be completed in June 1995.
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4. Renovation o f Zvezdniy Hotel in Sochi, Russian Federation, for Zvezdniy Hotel Joint
Stock Company. The building, with 3,914 sqm o f closed and 721 sqm of open
construction area, has a business center and a 20 room hotel and will be completed in 8
months.

5. Renovation o f three Tyumen Credit Bank Branch Offices in Tyumen, Russian Federation,
for Zapsibgazpromstroy, started in

November 1994 and will be completed in March

1995.

6. Additional renovation work o f Russian Federation Government Building ‘White House’
in Moscow, for Vneshtrojimport, started in February 1994 and was completed in
December 1994. Additional work included the renovation o f the administrative building,
restaurant, garage and child day care center.
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7. Facade renovation o f State Duma Building in Moscow, for Vneshtrojimport, started in
June 1994 and was completed in September 1994.

4.7.2 New Contracts within the Country

Contract for the construction, manufacturing and erection o f Kangal Thermal Power
Plant Unit III and Flue Gas Desulphurization System, was signed in September 1994 between
Turkish Electricity Generation and Transmission Corp. TEA$ and the Consortium that is
comprised o f Transelektro o f Hungary, Mitsubishi o f Japan, Siemens and Koch o f Germany,
Simco o f Turkey and GAMA. Work will commence following the credit negotiations that are
being carried on and will be completed in 48 months.

4.7.3 Ongoing Contracts Overseas

1. Construction o f 360 bed Cardiological and 100 bed Maternity Center at Skytyvkar,
Republic o f Komii, Russian Federation, for Palma Enterprises Ltd. Started in April 1993
and 47,5% o f the work have been completed. The 7 buildings that comprise the Complex,
with a construction area o f 44,000 sqm, will be completed in February 1996.

2. Construction o f the Technical Office Building in Tyumen, Russian Federation for
Zapsibgazpromstroy. Construction o f the building, with an area o f 12,000 sqm, will be
completed in August 1996.

3. Construction and erection o f 6000 t/day capacity, 2nd Line o f Kedah Cement in
Langkawi Island, Malaysia, for Kedah Cement Sdn. Bhd. is 18% completed. The project,
includes the Handling and Grinding, Raw Meal Feeling, Rotary Kiln, Coal Storage and
Coal Grinding, Clinker Cooling, Clinker Storage and Grinding, Cement Storage and
Shipping out Units and will be completed in February 1996.
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4. Turnkey Construction o f Gazprom

Headquarters Complex in Moscow, Russian

Federation, for RAO Gazprom started in February 1993. This project will be completed in
1995.
5. Construction o f the Turkish Mosque and Cultural Center in Ashgabat, Turkmenistan, for
Turkish Government Directorate o f Religious Affairs, started in April 1993. Structural
completion o f the mosque, with a main dome 35m high and 22m in diameter and four
minarets, 80m high, will be in February 1995. Finishing work will take another two years
to complete.

6. Reconstruction o f Bratsky Recovery Boiler No. 12 in Bratsk, Russian Federation, for
Bratsky LPK, started in May 1993 and will be completed in March 1995.

7. Construction o f a 4-Star Hotel in Tyumen, Russian Federation, for Zapsibgazpromstroy,
started in September 1993. The Hotel, with a construction area o f 19,615 sqm, has 155
rooms and 35 suites, conference hall, business center, restaurants, night club and a fitness
center. Completion is scheduled for June 1995.

8. Construction o f a Mountain Resort Hotel in Krasnaya Polyana, Sochi, Russian Federation
for Hotel Lazurnaya Turkish-Russian Joint Venture, started in December 1993 and 45%
o f the work have been completed. The 4-star hotel, with 40 rooms, a presidential suit,
restaurant, bar and night club, is scheduled for completion in June 1995.

4.7.4 Ongoing Contracts within the Country

1. Construction o f Kirazdere Dam, with a height from the foundation o f 108.5 m and a crest
length o f 399 m, in Yuvacik, İzmit for the General Directorate o f State Hydraulic Works,
started in May 1987. Currently 45% o f the work have been completed. No allocation has
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been provided by the General Directorate o f State Hydraulic Works in 1994, because the
project is being converted to Build-Operate-Transfer model. The pre-coffer dam and
upstream coffer dam, diversion tunnel, spillway excavation, cut-off grouting, left and right
bank groupings, approach channel, weir and dam embankment fill up to 95.5 elevation
are completed. Work on chute walls, inclined intake structure and İzmit supply line
relocation is being continuing.

2. Construction o f 125 duplex and triplex villas and high quality houses o f GAMA Head
Office Personnel Family Housing Compound in Ankara, continues in parallel with
payments o f the members. The selection o f the houses has been done by drawing and they
will be handed over to their owners, with the residence permits, in 1995.

3. Construction o f the Ankara Metro and Ankaray

Kızılay Joint Station, for the

Municipality o f Ankara, contracted as a Joint Venture with Güriş A.Ş. started in July 1992
and 77% o f the work have been completed. The project is scheduled for completion at the
end o f 1995.

4. Turnkey construction o f the 1st Phase o f Ankara Metro, for the Municipality o f Ankara,
contracted as a consortium consisting o f Lavalin and Bombardier-UTDC Consortium o f
Canada and Gama-Güriş Joint Venture, started in December 1992 and 51% o f the work
have been completed. Construction o f the 14.6 km Kızılay Batikent route, with 12
stations, continues at the Operation and Maintenance Building, stations, routes and
viaducts. Since early 1994, 2x2,275 meters o f tunnel, out o f the total 2x2,850 m, has been
completed. The project, which also includes start up and commissioning, is scheduled for
completion in March 1997.
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5. Construction

o f Ayazağa Presidency Building o f Istanbul Technical

University.

Foundation o f the building, with a construction area o f 10,140 sqm, has been laid and the
project will be completed in December 1995.

6. Construction o f the Istanbul Metro Project 1st Phase - 1st Part for Municipality o f
Istanbul, contracted as a Joint Venture with Tekfen, Nurol and Kiska companies, started
in August 1992 and 70 % of the work has been completed. Construction o f the 4.05 km
route, with 2 stations, continues at the Mecidiyeköy and Gayrettepe tunnels, Zincirlikuyu
shaft tunnel, 4. Levent tunnel and at the Gayrettepe and Levent Stations. The project is
scheduled for completion in June 1995.

7. Construction o f GAMA Konut Mersin Villas in Kargapmari, Mersin, consists o f 173 villas
o f 5 different types, a shopping center, administrative and social facilities, a swimming
pool, sports fields and children’s play areas. Construction work including infrastructure,
sewage treatment plant and landscaping, started in February 1993. Twenty-four o f the
villas were completed by the end o f 1994, with the remaining scheduled for completion in
December 1995.

8. Construction, manufacturing and erection o f 600,000 t/yr. capacity Çayeli Copper/Zinc
Mine’s Surface Facilities, undertaken in Consortium with Lurgi GmbH o f Germany for
Çayeli Bakır İşletmeleri A.Ş. commenced in August 1992. The Surface Facilities include.
Raw Ore Storage Area, Crushing & Conveying Systems, Fine Ore Bin, Blower-GrindingFlotation-Filtration-Reagent Preparation & Concentrate Storage Buildings including
Workshops & Warehouse, Sewage Treatment plant. Well Water Supply & Storage,
Drinking Water Supply & Filtration systems and Rize Port Storage & Ship Loading
Facilities. Commissioning test o f the Facilities were completed in November 1994.
Temporary Acceptance is still to be finalized depending on the performance tests which in
turn depend on the ore characteristics.
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9. Turnkey construction o f Hereke Cement Plant’s 2nd Kiln Precalcination Unit, for Nuh
Cement Industry Corporation, started in July 1993 and 90 % of the work has been
completed. The project, which consists o f the construction o f Pre-Heater Unit, Coal Mill
Unit and Coal Transport System, Raw Mill Unit, Raw Meal Transport and Kiln Feed
Systems and Clinker Cooling Unit along with modifications o f Kiln, Clinker Cooling
Electrofilter and Clinker Transport Systems, will be completed in April, 1995, because o f
the increase in scope o f work, additional work and delay in job site hangover of some
units.

10. Construction o f Denizli Cement Plant’s Kiln Precalcination Unit for Denizli Cement
Industry Corp. Started in December 1993 and 85% o f the work have been completed.
The project, which consists of the constmction o f Pre-Heater Unit, Coal Mill Unit,
Clinker Cooling Electrofilter, New Raw Meal Electrofilter, Sub-station and Electrical
Rooms, Blower-Compressor and substation rooms and the modification o f Clinker
Transport System, Kiln Feed System, Raw Mill Drive System, Clinker Cooling System
and Cooling Tower, will be completed in April 1995 (Time extension is given because o f
the increase in the scope and additional work).

4.8 Current Situation of GAMA

4.8.1 Strategy of GAMA

Mission statement o f GAMA is:
‘’To make money in our expert areas. In doing so, to pay attention to business ethics, quality
and before time delivery.”

If one look from the perspective o f construction industry, GAMA can be thought as a
diversified company. GAMA does not operate in one area (for example. Mesa deals only with
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house-construction), but operate in several areas from industrial construction to power plants.
However GAMA is not vertically integrated. They purchase the materials used in
construction, such as doors, cements etc. instead o f producing. Managing director o f GAMA,
Mr. Ersu states th a t," This is a weakness o f GAMA". He also expresses that since investment
planning department is too busy, they are not working on subject.

Aim o f GAMA is to be the best, not the biggest. In doing so, they control the growth. In
the sector, growth is easy, but to maintain it is extremely difficult. As GAMA, they try to limit
expansions in workforce, in case o f big projects. If one expands its capacity and workforce in
the same proportion with the project size, then it has to find new projects in a comparable size
to be able to meet its current situation, which is hard to attain.

Mr. Ersu states th a t" Current strategy o f GAMA is to attach heavy emphasis on Russia,
to be involved in a few big projects in Turkey and to watch and evaluate potential markets
continuously. He says, “In GAMA strategic planning is done whenever needed not
periodically. In this sector long term planning is impossible. Everything changes very rapidly.
For example one could not know that Russia will become such a market. Iraq seems as a
potential market, but we can not be sure. We should continuously follow up the environment.
If we are working in a foreign country for the first time, we prefer to take a small sized
projects and try to understand the conditions and then we make our plans accordingly. We do
not want to take big risks in a country unknown for us.

According to Managing director o f GAMA, they are exploiting the current opportunities
in Russia, however it is unknown that how long these opportunities will continue. If they lose
their advantages in Russia, they will aggressively enter into other markets. He continues,"
There is no opportunity for us in China & Far East, their potential is self sufficient. But we
may undertake management contracts or turn-key projects. However in the presence o f big
and well known companies such as GE, ABB, Siemens, we can not get such projects. Strong
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companies constitute a barrier for us in these markets. China and Far East do not resemble
Russia. In these markets, we are lacking the advantages that we have in Russia. We try to
undertake projects in China & Far East only if we can no longer undertake any project in
Russia. Iraq is another potential market. They have the resources but not workforce.
However it is hard to say concrete things.”

GAMA also receives offers from Malaysia, Singapore and Bangladesh for highway
construction. However since they did not involve in constaiction o f motor-ways before, they
do not accept such offers. As GAMA, they believe that it is not proper to undertake a project,
in which they are inexperienced, in a country as their first work.

Taking into consideration a possible war in Russia, GAMA tries to decrease their risks by
taking the following actions:
.

undertakes projects with advance payments

.

try to be in debt position instead o f creditor

.

keep cash flow high

Reasons to enter into Russian Market can be summarized as follows;
.

It is a very huge market

.

They have extensive resources

.

Because o f former communist regime, they lack private companies

.

Russians lack motivation and work discipline,

on the other hand Turks are

motivated and unemployed
•

Their culture similar to Turkish culture and they feel close to Turks.

However presence o f many Turkish

contractor firms in Russia constitutes a

disadvantage. In biddings, Turkish firms undercut prices against each other tremendously.
These price wars resulted in the withdrawal o f GAMA from the tenders.
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Since the end o f 1993, which is the completion date o f Lazurnaya Hotel in Sochi,
GAMA started to negotiate with Gazprom, world's biggest natural-gas extraction, production
and distribution company, and undertake many projects from Gazprom such as construction
o f headquarters o f Gazprom, construction of a hotel, apartment complexes, office buildings
and recreational complexes. In July, 1993 GAMA-GAZPROM Marketing and Trading Co.
was established. The activities of company include all types o f trade activities between Russia
and Turkey, purchase and distribution of natural gas from Russia or from other countries and
design, execution and operation of pipelines, refineries, gas and power facilities in Russia and
Turkey.

4.8.2 Recruitment Policy of GAMA

Most o f the workers o f GAMA are temporary. They are selected by construction-site
chiefs or project managers. However top management does not involve in selection o f
workers.

In GAMA, they prefer to work with employees who worked there before. If it is not
possible, they choose the most suitable ones among the applicants. Russians lack the
motivation and work discipline. Although they are skilled and cost less, GAMA prefers not to
employ them since when they employ Russians, they can not get the desired performance.

GAMA has a database program, in which they store all the information about workers.
In case o f personnel recruitment they refer to the database. Workers, who will be employed in
a project abroad, are selected at the headquarters. Their passport transactions are done and
they are sent by the help o f worker sending bureau.

Administrative personnel are employed in headquarters, factory and construction sites.
For the recruitment o f administrative personnel either in construction-site or factory, approval
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o f the manager o f the related department in headquarters is required. Employees o f
headquarters are selected by the top management according to requirements o f departments
among the applications.

4.8.2.1 Wage Policy

In GAMA, wage policy differs according to country and the status o f the worker.
Workers, who are employed in building-site and factory, are members o f union and they are
paid the wage determined by the collective contract.

Administrative personnel, who are not a member o f union, paid according to a private
wage + bonus system. Wage is adjusted in each new year, another adjustment is made in mid
year. At the end o f year, bonus is paid. Amount o f bonus is determined according to
performance and seniority.

If two workers perform same, the worker who is senior gets more bonus with respect to
the junior. This policy was adapted to encourage continuity in the workplace. On the other
hand, if one o f the two workers, with same degree o f seniority, performs better, then he is
paid more to encourage high performance in workplace. However performance evaluation is
relatively difficult, which may result in deviations in application.

Wage and bonus to be paid to workers are proposed by department managers and
evaluated by a committee. Approval o f the amount by the board o f directors is a necessity.

Wage o f expatriates is paid on dollar basis and is not subject to adjustment. In general,
they are paid twice as much the workers employed in Turkey. In 1994, unexpected
devaluation o f Turkish currency against dollar, constituted a disadvantage for GAMA. Wages
paid to expatriates doubled suddenly. Other companies employed new workers for the half o f
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wage paid by GAMA. Since lowering the wages is impossible, GAMA immediately called
back the workers, who completed their jobs, to Turkey and then employed them again as
expatriates.

4,9 Major Competitors of GAMA

4.9.1 Domestic Competitors

4.9.1.1 MIR Contracting and Trading Co. Inc.

MIR has been established by two well known construction companies o f Turkey:
ENTES Industrial Plants Constaiction and Erection Contracting Co. Inc. and GÜRIÇ
Construction and Engineering Co. Inc.

MIR is the sole international contracting company established with the prime objective o f
acting exclusively in the CIS. Just after its establishment in 1987, MIR was included in the
first group o f Turkish contractors -comprised o f six companies only - prequalified by the
Soviet government for the projects to be realized in the frame o f natural gas account.

Having proven its capability in very short time, MIR is now active not only in Russian
Federation but also in the other republics founded after the dissolution o f the USSR.

MIR is very well experienced and perfectly organized to meet the technical and
administrative requisites o f working in the CIS, including geographical and climatic
conditions o f the region.

MIR is a turnkey contractor for housing projects, hotels, business/office centers,
hospitals, industrial plants, infrastructure works, power plants, petrochemical plants.
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water/treatment plants, highway construction and dams/hydropower plants. MIR also
undertakes the turn-key renovation o f old buildings reflecting architectural styles o f different
periods which needs special know-how and sensitive work for the protection o f their original
characteristics and appearance.

Searching for perfection in every sense is the basic principle o f MIR.

SHAREHOLDERS OF MIR:

ENTES:

As a member o f the Ozkoseoglu Group o f Companies, ENTES Industrial Plants
Construction and Erection Contracting Co. Inc. has been a major contributor for the Turkish
industrial development since 1962.

ENTES has achieved a wide reference list by successful undertaking in the diversified
fields o f turnkey chemical-petrochemical plants, mining and metallurgical installations,
pipelines, complete factories o f various sorts, modern state highway construction.

Supported by successful years o f domestic business life ENTES extensively participates
in the international construction market. ENTES is also the investor-shareholder for a
petrochemical plant in Russia and for an iron and steel processing plant and a cable
production plant in Kazakhstan.

GURi$:

G U Rl$ Construction and Engineering Co. Inc. is one o f the very well reputed general
contracting companies in Turkey. For nearly 37 years now GURI§ is a reliable and expert
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name in turnkey construction and erection o f huge scale dams, hydro and thermal power
plants, irrigation and sewerage networks, highways, water treatment plants, industrial and
chemical process complexes, cement, fertilizer, textile, tire, metallurgical product factories,
prestige and high rise buildings, hotels in Turkey. GÜRÎ§ is one o f the four partners o f the
consortium constructing Ankara Subway.

GÜRi§ is also active in CIS, Middle East, South Asian countries like Indonesia, Malaysia
and Pakistan.

4.9.1.2 MENSEL JV.

MENSEL Joint-Venture has been established in 1990 by three most well known and
reputable construction companies o f Turkey: M ETl$ construction and Trade Co. Inc.,
NUROL Construction and Trading Co. Inc. and YÜKSEL Construction Co. Inc. to
undertake construction contracts outside o f Turkey, particularly in Commonwealth o f
Independent States (CIS), combining their financial and technical capabilities as well as the
work experiences in almost all fields o f construction.

Although each parent company in MENSEL Joint-Venture is capable o f performing
different types o f construction projects in Turkey and abroad, in order to meet the
requirement o f the clients better, these companies have decided to establish MENSEL JointVenture which is a separate company duly organized under the Turkish Laws.

Through its parent companies, MENSEL Joint-Venture, has the full financial support o f
all the primary banks o f Turkey and has its own financial sources that make the company
capable o f meeting the financial qualifications o f constaiction projects o f any size.
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Its 30 years o f experience in different fields o f construction and its well trained staff and
manpower as well as the available machinery and equipment o f parent companies provides
MENSEL Joint-Venture with the capacity to undertake and execute all kinds o f projects in
their field o f construction.

MENSEL Joint-Venture in 1993 has projects running in the Russian Federation,
Turkmenistan and Uzbekhistan Republic, and is active in different countries by its offices and
agents. These countries are; Islamic Republic o f Pakistan, Lebanon, Qatar, Hungary,
Germany, Bulgaria, Malaysia etc.. MENSEL has activities in the following fields:

.

Infrastructure Projects: motorways, bridges, railways, tunnels, irrigation and
drainage systems and land reclamation works, water supply and sewerage
systems, transmission lines, sewage and raw water and industrial waste water
treatment plants, dams and, airports, harbors, wharves, quays, breakwaters and
all sort o f marine construction

»

Turnkey Industrial Plant Projects: Turnkey construction including mechanical
and electrical installations; furnishing and equipment o f all kinds o f buildings
as hotels, holiday villages, hospitals, housing complexes, cultural and
educational buildings, business centers, administrative building projects

.

Restoration & Renovation O f Historical Building Projects

.

Military Facility Projects
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M E Ti$ CONSTRUCTION & TRADING COMPANY IN C :

The original firm, METI$, was established in 1967; it was then restructured as a group o f
closely-linked companies and partnerships, generally according to geographical areas.

M ETi§ was incorporated in 1991 to undertake construction assignments both in Turkey
and abroad. The firm practices in the fields o f construction o f highways, airports, tunnels,
pipelines, sewerage and drainage systems, service support systems, civil engineering works for
industrial complexes, installation o f mechanical and electrical equipment.

Other affiliated companies have been established in order to meet the requirements o f the
projects which are complicated in nature and demand experiences in different fields, such as
housing; apartments; industrial and office buildings; cultural, sports, and health centers and
warehouses; infrastructure works; military works such as shelters, hardened buildings, fuel
tanks, mine and ammunition storage facilities; and touristic complexes etc. All stages o f
project are covered, including feasibility and environmental studies, planning and preliminary
design, detailed design, procurement and construction.

The firm operates on a worldwide basis and, besides the main office in Ankara Turkey,
has offices in England, Germany, Libya, and Russian Federation. Furthermore the company is
involved in a number o f relationships and collaborations, in Turkey and abroad, with major
companies, universities, consulting engineers etc.

SUBSIDIARIES OFM ETl^ are:
•

M ETi§ Construction And Trade Co. inc.

•

Kas-Met Construction installation And Trade Co. Inc.

.

M ETi§ Housing Construction And industry Co. Inc.

•

Kalkan Hotels And Tourism Management Co. Inc.
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•

Elemak Presentation installation Manufacture import Export And Trade Co.
Inc.

•

Ecs Electrical And Electronical Equipment industry And Trade Co. Inc.

.

Kas Marketing Co. Inc.

•

M ETi§ Mechanical Production Industry Co. Inc.

.

Tempo insurance Agency Co. inc.

NUROL CONSTRUCTION & TRADING COMPANY INC

In 1966, it was founded as NUROL Constaiction & Trading Collective Ltd. to serve in
design, construction, manufacture and installation activities to realize:

.

Infrastructure projects; highways, motorways, and tunnels-irrigation and
drainage- dams and hydroelectric power plants, water supply and sewerage
networks

.

Turnkey industrial plant projects

.

Housing and social facility projects

.

Industrial district sites and business center projects

.

Hotel projects in the construction sector.

As Turkey’s investments varied in scope, NUROL has also carried on its duty with
success in more important and technologically advanced projects such as industrial district
sites, manufacturing plants, tunnels, dams, high-rise buildings, settlement centers. Growing
parallel to the rapid increase in its business volume, the company was converted to an
incorporation in 1983 as a consequence o f this development. Presently, 2750 permanent and
3500 temporary personnel are working under 250 executive and technical staff. Machinery
and equipment capacity o f the company, which follows the technological developments in the
construction

sector,

has also steadily grown
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according

to

new

requirements and

developments. As projects undertaken varied, this has provided the basis for the establishment
o f new companies to increase capacity by supporting construction activities with auxiliary
companies and for the formation o f a large company group under NUROL Investment
Holding Co. Inc. When the labor and production capacity could no longer be fully utilized
only by domestic investments, activities abroad were started, in addition to proceeding with
the same level o f high performance abroad, collaborate work was carried out and partnerships
founded with large firms o f various countries for some domestic projects as well.

SUBSIDIARIES OF NUROL are:
.

NUROL Investment Holding Co. inc.
NUROL Machinery And industry Co. inc.
NUROL Foreign Trading Marketing And Trading Co. inc.
NUROL Printing Industry And Trading Co. Inc.
NUROL Hotel And Tourism Management Co. Inc.
Lamas Moulding And Machinery Industry Co. Inc.
FMC-Nurol Defense Industry Co. Inc.
NUROL Duty Free Shops And Tourism Co. Inc.
Tumad Mining Industry And Trading Co. Inc.
NUROL Securities Co. Inc.

YÜKSEL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC^

YÜKSEL Construction entered into the contracting market with its small management
and technical staff in 1963 as a limited liability company. YÜKSEL became one o f the leading
contracting group o f Turkey with 12 subsidiaries and investments. In construction and
consulting engineering works, the most developed technologies and techniques have been
used. As a result o f long years o f experiences, YÜKSEL has talented, qualified and
experienced management and technical staff and great amount o f machinery and equipment.
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The company has completed all the contracts undertaken so far. None o f the contracts has
been suspended, dissolved and no legal disputes have been in question.

The group which became a fully specialized firm by providing services in all fields o f
construction sector, has extended its activities out o f country and made significant
contributions in bringing foreign currency to the country by undertaking and performing
important contracts abroad.

Together with the affiliates, YÜKSEL has the capability to undertake and exit all kinds
o f contracts, even the most sophisticated ones, on turnkey basis starting from design, up to
testing and commissioning stage including all electrical and mechanical installations and staff
education to the full satisfaction o f their clients.

SUBSIDIARIES OF YÜKSEL are:
.

Yübetaş YÜKSEL Concrete Industry And Trading Co. Inc.
Ersel Construction Installation And Industry Co. Inc.
Sasel Electrical Electronics Industry And Trading Co. Inc.
Orsel Project Architecture Engineering Consultancy Co. Inc.
Çubuktaş Çubuklu Construction Tourism And Trading Co. Inc.
YÜKSEL Saudia Co. LTD
Noksel Spirally Welded Steel Tube Industry Co. Inc.
Netsel Tourism Investment Co. Inc.
Datasel Computer Engineering Trading And Industry Co. Inc.
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4.9.1.3 TEKFEN Construction & Installation Co. Inc.

Established in 1956 as an engineering and construction company, TEKFEN has grown
into a multi-million dollar concern active in Turkey, Europe, the United States, Middle East,
Russian Federation and Commonwealth o f Independent States.

Today TEKFEN ranks as one o f Turkey’s major diversified corporations with wide
ranging interests in engineering and construction, agrochemical and lighting industries, food
processing, marine terminal services, high-tech engineering and production, foreign trade and
banking. The group has been successful in developing contracting business in Turkey as well
as the Middle East and Russian federation and recently acquired Hallesche Mitteldeutsche
Bau (HhfB) A.G, a major German construction company to further expand the scope o f
potential business.

TEKFEN’s core business remains engineering and constmction. They are active abroad
as well as in Turkey, known for on-time completion and the diversity o f their expertise. Their
current projects are evenly balanced between domestic and international contracts in Russia,
Saudi Arabia and Germany. Results o f the construction division were positive except for the
delays encountered in payments from the government.

Pipelines are a specialty area for TEKFEN. They are following new projects in the
former Soviet Union. Turkey is hopping to participate in pipelines transporting Caspian Sea
oil and gas in this vast region to the Mediterranean Sea overland through Turkey to the
marine terminal at Ceyhan. This would provide an enormous boost to the Turkish economy.

In view o f Turkey’s economic problems and government austerity measures, they do not
envision big projects coming into market in the next two or three years. Their traditional
markets in the Middle East are also variable, impacted by budgetary problems in Saudi
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Arabia, the slow pace o f reconstruction in Kuwait, closure o f the Iraqi market and irregular
conditions in Libya. Thus they are strengthening their focus on Europe, Russia and the
Commonwealth o f Independent States (CIS) for the next few years, concentrating their
efforts on entering German constaiction markets through their wholly owned German
company.

Undertaking an average o f 20 major projects each year for the last decade, TEKFEN has
gained expertise in a wide variety o f projects and technologies from heavy civil engineering to
steel structures, constructing pipelines, refineries, motorways, water systems, ports, tank
farms, and large-scale housing developments.

TEKFEN gained a good experience in cold weather construction techniques in
temperatures as low as minus 40 °C while building Tschernoretschje, a completely selfsufficient satellite city in Samara, Russia.

Purchase o f HMB supports TEKFEN’s aim o f becoming an international contractor
involved in Europe, Middle east. North Africa and Central Asia. TEKFEN seeks to build
volume in mature and safe markets in order to balance higher-risk projects in other areas. In
next three to five years, TEKFEN intends to become a global player in engineering and
construction.

SUBSIDIARIES OF lEKFEN are:
•
.

TEKFEN Construction Co. Inc.
TEKFEN Manufacturing And Engineering Co. Inc.

.

TEKFEN Engineering Co. Inc.

.

Hallesche Mitteldeutsche Bau A. G.

.

MIS Dairy Products Industry Co. Inc.

.

Ant Süt Antalya Dairy Products Industry Co. Inc.
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Toros Fertilizer And Chemical Industry Co. Inc.
Akdeniz Fertilizer Industry Co. Inc.
Thomson TEKFEN Radar Industry And Trading Co. Inc.
Allied Lighting Industry And Trading Co. Inc.
TEKFEN Industry And Trading Co. Inc.
Technical Services And Trading Co. Inc.
TEKFEN Foreign Trade Co. Inc.
Fentex International Corp.
Toros Terminal Services Co. Inc.
TEKFEN Food And Consumption Goods Marketing Co. Inc.
Toros International Transportation And Maritime Co. Inc.
Toros Fertilizer And Agrochemical Co. Inc.
Tarsan Agriculture Industry Investment Co. Inc.
Fentur Service And Tourism Co. Inc.
Temar Construction Installation Materials Trade And Industry Co. Inc.
TEKFEN Agricultural Production And Marketing Co. Inc.
Tekfenbank-.Tekfen Investment And Finance Bank Co. Inc.
TEKFEN Insurance Brokerage Services Co. Inc.

4.9.1.4 TERSER

TEKSER construction, Industry and Trading Inc. is a fully integrated company offering
complete services required to initiate and carry to completion projects o f any size and type.
The full range o f services available from the company include the following:
.

engineering

.

surveys

.

design

.

construction
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•

manufacture

•

equipment supply

•

installation

•

commissioning and operation

Since its inception two and a half decades ago, TEKSER construction, industry and
trading inc. has successfully completed major projects in many countries around the world,
spanning a vast area from the deserts o f Libya to the tundras o f Eastern Siberia.

Serving in a range o f constmction capacities-from joint venture partner to construction
manager, prime contractor, subcontractor and agent- they continue to make new
developments available to international clients around the world.

Initially, performing as a detailed engineering firm mostly specializing in project
preparation, TEKSER is now able to offer a complete range o f engineering, procurement,
construction and technology transfer services to clients throughout the world. Types o f
projects undertaken on turnkey construction basis by the company can be summed up as
follows:
.

highways, bridges
railways and railway electrification/signalization systems
airports
harbors
industrial complexes
residential and commercial buildings
hotels
hospitals
water supply
wastewater treatment and disposal networks
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•

pipelines and infrastructures

AFFILIA TED COMPANIES are:
•

Bensan, Activated Bentonite Company

•

Entité Industrial and Commercial Enterprises Inc.

.

Libser A. G.

.

TEKSER International Inc. (trade)

.

Tek-Ser Tourism and Travel Inc.

.

Unit-TEK Inc.

4.9.1.5 STFA Construction Inc.

STFA was established as an ordinary partnership by Sezai Tiirke? and Feyzi Akkaya in
1930’s. STFA was known by completing the contracts on time and mostly before that. In
1960’s, by entering into international bids it made its name known overseas. STFA completed
many important projects in Libya, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia and Iraq.

STFA is organized in such a way that it can fulfill all the needs related to its fields o f
activities. In 1960’s it was decided to form STFA group in order to provide convenience in
the activities o f this growing firm. With the support o f its sister companies STFA gained a
reputation both in national and international arenas. Currently STFA is able to widen its field
o f activities in a successful and continuous way. The range o f activities available from the
company are as follows;

.

.

sea structures
*

harbors

*

deep piled quay

*

sea discharges

dams and hydroelectric power plants
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thermal power plants
highways
bridges
*

highway bridges

*

railway bridges

tunnels and underground structures
airports
industrial structures
high rise buildings and commercial centers
tourism and health complexes
energy transmitting lines

SUBSIDIARIES OF STFA are:
STFA Construction Inc.
STFA Energy Telecommunication Trade And Industrial Inc.
STFA Technologic Erection Industrial Inc.
STFA Structural Investments Inc.
Sedef Ship Industry Inc.
Temel Stone And Mining Inc.
Temel Bolt Trade And Industrial Inc.
Temel Marketing Export And Import Inc.
STFA Marital Enterprise Inc.
STFA Tourism Inc.
STFA Electricity Production Trade And Industrial Inc.
STFA Automotive
Temel Research Inc.
Temel Engineering Inc.
Temel Geodesy And Photography Inc.
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•

Temel Piles Constaiction Inc.

•

STFA Melyepterv Engineering Inc.

•

STFA Expertise And Consultancy Inc.

•

STFA Service And Enterprise Trade And Industrial Inc.

•

Sedef Construction Equipment Export And Import Representatives Inc.

4.9.1.6 ENKA

It was in 1957, Şarık Tara with his brother-in-law founded ENKA Joint Liability
Company. The first projects undertaken involved a high degree o f risk and difficulty, often
requiring special techniques in the construction o f bridges and harbors. In 1967 ENKA was
reorganized as a corporation called ENKA Construction and Industry, Inc. It was during this
period that ENKA established its first industrial companies. During the 1970’s, ENKA
furthered its international relations and formed partnerships with foreign companies. ENKA
Holding Investment Corporation was established in 1972 to reorganize the Group and to
make investments. Later on, the various specialized divisions o f ENKA Construction and
Industry Co. were incorporated into separate companies.

During the 1980’s ENKA was undertaking greater projects in the oil producing
countries. The most significant developments o f this period include the Russia-Turkey Natural
Gas Pipeline and the successful completion o f the first contracting work in the USSR at the
end o f decade. The diversification process which started at the beginning o f 1980’s was
reviewed and reshaped towards the end.

The G ulf crisis o f 1990-1991 disrupted operations in the area and affected ENKA’s
contracting work in Iraq, Jordan, and other countries o f the Near East, but losses in the
region have been well balanced off by a series o f successful operations completed with
incredible speed and competence in Moscow and Minsk.
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ЕМКА Group is now a general contracting company in the world with vertical
integration at all stages o f contracting, starting from feasibility studies, continuing with design,
construction and installation, operation, maintenance, management and marketing. In the
1994 ЕМКА Construction and Industry Company ranked 92nd among the international
contractors. Currently, ЕМКА Group operates in five industries, contracting & engineering,
manufacturing, investment finance & banking, trading and tourism, with 17 companies. List
o f the companies are as follows:

EMKA Construction and Industry Company
CIMTAS Steel Fabrication, Erection and Installation Company
EMET Engineering Research and Consulting Inc.
KASKTAS Sliding Form, Substructure, Drilling, Piling and Insulation Co. Inc.
TITAS Soil Excavation, Construction and Contracting Company
EMKA BOSKALIS Dredging and Waterworks Construction Company
TAMKSAM Fuel Storage Tanks Construction Company
EMKA TEKMIK General Contracting Maintenance, Operations Management
Company
YASAS Construction Systems Company
PIMAS Plastic Construction Materials Company
ALTAS Handtools, Steel Forging Industry and Trading Company
KELEBEK Furniture and Plywood Company
EMKA Holding Investment Company
TURK-MITSUI Bank
EMKA MARKETIMG, Export Import Company
EMTAS International Transport and Tourism Company
SET Company
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ENKA Construction and Industry Company, with an annual turnover o f over $500
million in 1992, over 2000 technical and administrative staff and more than 15000 workers, a
$250 million machine park spread over 3 continents, and a superior equipment force, is
capable o f services both in Turkey and abroad. The company has an international reputation
o f work completion o f highest possible quality, honoring the deadline, in most cases well
before the contracted date. Main field o f activities o f ENKA Construction and Industry
Company are; Infrastructures, energy staictures, new town constrictions, sport complexes,
hospitals, classical architecture and restoration, pipelines and industrial plants.

Management o f ENKA believes that the success o f ENKA Construction and Industry
Co. stems from the commitment o f the experienced management team, utilization o f the most
up-to-date planning and programming systems, successful logistics, employment o f specialists
and use o f CAD system in designs, quality control and international relations and the ensuing
cooperation and partnerships.

4.9.2 Foreign Competitors

M ajor competitors o f GAMA in international arena, especially in Russia, are:
Germany:

Philipp Holzmann
Hochtief
Bilfinger + Berger

France:

Bouygues
Dumez

USA:

Bechtel

These firms are ranked in ENR-1994 as follows (Table 5):
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T able 5. Ranks o f Some Competitors o f GAMA in Top 250 International Contractors List

R A NK

FIR M

In tern atio n al 1993

Total

C ontracts ($ million)

($ million)

3

Bechtel

8,445

14,850.0

8

Philipp Holzmann

3,684.2

12,572.7

9

Bouygues

3,142

9,637.0

17

Hochtief

2,259.5

5,973.3

30

Bilflnger + Berger

1,220.1

3,245.8

40

Dumez

951

2,440.0
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CHAPTER 5
INDUSTRY AND SWOT ANALYSIS
In this chapter, the industry analysis for construction sector by using Porter's (Porter
1980) framework will be done. Furthermore, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats
analysis will be carried out for GAMA.

5.1 Entry Barriers

Economies o f Scale·. In this sector there are some large and established firms with
economies o f scale. Availability o f construction machinery and equipment, intensity and
volume o f works in one construction site are factors which give competitive advantage to
these firms. However, these doesn’t deter the entrance o f smaller sized construction firms into
the industry because there are small and price sensitive customers in the market.

Brand Identity and Post Works'. In this sector, especially in negotiated contracts, brand
identity constitutes an entry barrier. In tenders, past works and performance and amount o f
projects undertaken by the firm constitutes a barrier for new entrants.

Switching Costs'. It is very high in the construction industry. Equipment is highly
specialized and expensive, and they can not be sold easily.

Capital Requirement·. Capital requirement is very high in large projects. However, for
small projects, it is relatively less significant.
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Absolute Cost Advantages: Incumbent companies, whatever their sizes are, can benefit
from cost advantages resulted from experience effects and assets purchased at pre-inflation
prices. However, access to raw material does not constitute a cost advantage because each
firm can access raw material approximately at the same price.

5.2 Substitutes

Construction industry has no substitutes.

5.3 Suppliers

Differentiation o f Inputs: Generally, in this sector in the lower end o f civil structures
construction, there are many suppliers with a variety o f products at different qualities and
specifications, however some highly specialized construction materials that are used only in
high end works are produced by only a small number o f firms.

Switching Cost o f Suppliers and Firms in the Industry : In this sector, neither suppliers
nor the construction companies face switching costs.

Presence o f Substitute Inputs: Except some highly specialized materials, a construction
firm can choose the raw materials from a wide range o f suppliers. Also suppliers are not
dependent on construction firms.

Threat o f forward integration relative to threat o f backward integration by firms in the
industry: Possibility and threat o f backward integration by construction firms, especially large
sized firms is higher. Currently many construction firms backward integrated, having concrete
batching plants, timber processing plants, prestressed concrete batching plants, etc.
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5.4 Rivalry

Industry Growth: Today, the restructuring o f world political and economical dynamics
reaccelerated the international contracting works. However, there are differences among
countries. Although construction industry reached the maturity stage in some developed
countries, especially in the developing countries, it is in the growth stage.

Product Differences: General contractors are involved in almost all field o f construction
activities, meaning no product differences among construction companies. Construction
companies studied in the framework o f this project, are all general contractors, so they have
no product differences.

Brand Identity: Well known construction companies have established a strong image in
the customers’ eyes. This limits smaller firms to establish their own brand identities.

Switching Costs: Because o f high switching costs and highly specialized machines, firms
strive to survive. Rivalry among construction companies is very intense.

Diversity o f Competitors: There are hundreds o f construction firms in the world and they
differ in their strategies, origins and personalities. They also differ in their approaches in
entering into new markets, exploiting new opportunities and how to compete.

Exit Barriers: In this sector, actually most o f the worlds top international contractors are
conglomerates. However, construction business in international markets is to do with huge
projects which necessitate tremendous investments in construction machinery and equipment
such as draglines, excavators, tunnel boring machines, concrete mixing plants, etc. and
ancillary construction facilities like construction site buildings, factories, workshops, etc. For
that reason, these huge projects create the possibility o f sunk costs
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IfUermittent Under/Overcapacity. Sustainability o f growth in that industry is one o f the
most significant challenges. Because, growth for new types o f projects and new market
penetrations probably requires investments, new workers and staff. On the other hand, due to
the turbulence in this sector arising from especially political and economical instability/stability
fluctuations, to preserve the volume, turnover and capacity usage rates might be very difficult,
sometimes impossible. Furthermore, it should be added that although it may bring additional
(mostly higher) costs, some exceeding amount capacity can be manageable by hiring some
services outside (especially labor and machinery).

5.5 Buyers

Buyer Conceniration: Generally government and public agencies are the main buyer o f
contracting services, hence concentrated against firms.

Buyer Volume: Buyer volumes are high, especially government and public agencies has
bargaining power against. Also in negotiated and ВОТ (build-operate-transfer) contracts
buyer’s pressure on contractors increase.

Buyer Switching Costs relative to Firm Switching Costs: In construction industry, buyers
can always find alternative contractors at different financing and technical capacities and
quality. They don’t incur switching costs. Switching costs for contractors are higher.

Ability to Backward Integrate: Threat o f backward integration o f buyers is low.

Price Sensitivity: In construction industry, buyers are price sensitive. Although in
international public tenders, the bidding laws differentiates across the other things remain the
same (comply with the quality specifications) the firm with the lowest bid is awarded with the
contract. However, especially in large scaled construction projects, they do not sacrifice on
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quality as far as the dimensions o f quality are concerned. Durability, safety, reliability,
conformance and serviceability are the main dimensions. It can be claimed that deterioration
o f features and aesthetics seem to be tolerable.

In international construction industry, the effect o f unethical transaction, such as bribery
and gifts given to the decision makers, is remarkable. These incentives create an unfair
competition environment and increases power o f buyers against companies.

5.6 Swot Analysis of GAMA

5.6.1 Strengths

reputation, especially in Turkey and Russia.
High quality production according to specifications
on time, even before due date completion o f projects
has technical superiority with respect to its Turkish competitors
close relations with Gazprom (in this way, they take contracts by negotiations
instead o f entering into tenders)
has wide product portfolio, operates in several areas from industrial
construction to power plants
has the advantage o f mobilizing a large and harmonious labor force
database o f GAMA about employees
used to work under heavy conditions
well known in Turkey and abroad. In the sector for 40 years, which is a
differentiating point
it was involved in subcontracting with well known foreign contracting firms
first user o f many technologies in Turkey
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pioneer in many fields like fabrication o f prestressed concrete, post tensioned
concrete elements, undertaking mechanical and electrical erection and
instrumentation jobs

5.6.2 Weaknesses

Because they are concentrated on Russian market, they don’t consider
alternatives
short term oriented (no long term vision)
can’t provide finance for its operations (with respect to foreign firms)
organizational weaknesses (can not organize operations well, can not train
good personnel and can’t delegate work. All work is operated by a few
partners personally, their work load is very high)
price is high (mainly with respect to Turkish competitors)

5.6.3 Opportunities

Because Russia is too risky, European eximbanks do not want to give support
and credits to its firms. Therefore this forms an opportunity for Turkish firms
cultural and regional proximity to Russian federation
improvements in Russian regulations related to foreign trade
Russia is a huge market
they have extensive resources
lack o f private companies
expansion in the Asian construction market
liberalization movements in South Africa
prioritization trends in Latin American countries, especially Brazil and Mexico
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potential new markets: former Eastern Germany, Tunisia, Morocco, Malaysia,
Hong Kong, Indonesia, Algeria, Thailand, Bangladesh, Taiwan, Philistine,
Israel
lack o f modern and secure business centers in Russia (demand is high for such
centers)

5.6.4 Threats

presence o f many Turkish contractor firms in Russia constitutes a disadvantage
(In tenders Turkish firms undercut prices against each other tremendously.
These price wars resulted in the withdrawal o f GAMA from the tenders)
if the situation changes in Russia (in terms o f risk) international competitors
may want to enter into the market. Since Turkish firms are not able to finance
themselves, events will turn to the disadvantage o f Turkish contractors
economic situation o f Turkey
financial disadvantage o f Turkish firms
unstable political and economic environment in Russia
increasing risk o f Russia
Turkish government doesn’t have an integrated national strategy towards
contracting overseas. Contracting companies that go abroad compete without
any export credit guarantee provided by the government
lack o f administrative and political support o f Turkish government (other
countries prefers to seek state guarantees)
lack o f international architectural and engineering design consultants in Turkey
lack o f insurance which will protect Turkish construction firms in case o f a risk
by devaluation or political changes in the client country
lack o f sophisticated contract financing arrangements to call upon in the
Turkish banking sector
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increasing competition (the influx o f Pakistani, Indian and Bangladeshi
engineering and construction companies into the market, competing on very
low labor costs just like Turkish firms)
there is a real threat from other low-wage competitors such as Korea. Such
competitors may not only enjoy better government support for finance but
may benefit from government sponsored initiatives to develop sophisticated
techniques and know-how
shrinkage o f Middle East construction market
double taxation imposed on construction firms by Russian government
difficulties in bringing the construction machines and equipment back to
Turkey

5.7 Industry Chain

raw

primary

material

manufacturing

fabrication

production

For GAMA, in the construction industry, center o f gravity is production. GAMA is
mainly involved in the installation, erection and construction. However, GAMA is also
involved in primary manufacturing. They produce concrete to use in their constructions.
There are also some subsidiaries o f GAMA that fabricate and produce intermediary products
for use in constructions o f GAMA such as prestressed concrete, boilers, heavy steel
structures, pressure vessels. In the manufacturing plant o f GAMA in Ankara, structural steel,
tanks, conveyors, elevators and all other fabrication that required in the construction projects
o f GAMA are produced.

GAMA also has joint-ventures that deliver technology and high quality data processing
services, technical consultance to system operations and software development.
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GAMA invested in a hotel as well, however it is not actively involved in the operation.
GAMA also has a marketing firm that is established to sell computers in Turkey, but does not
operate currently. As a result, it can be said that GAMA’s main center o f activity is
production and it operates mainly in construction sector.
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CHAPTER 6
STRATEGIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this chapter, the business strategies formulated for GAMA by using all the analysises
and information presented up to now will be presented. Moreover, their implementation plans
are also covered in this chapter.

6.1 Penetrate Far & South East Markets with Joint Ventures or as a

Subcontractor (Especially with Japanese Firms)

PR O S:

CONS:

•

•

These most promising and rich markets

This market is too far from Turkey

give opportunities to gain long-term and
huge contracts
•

Have the chance o f using previous

The firm may face difficulties arising

experience,

from

know-how

and

good

cultural,

economic,

legal

and

political environmental conditions

reputation (especially in Russia and
Turkey)
.

Due to its wide product portfolio (from

The firm might not able to send labor

industrial plants to power plants), the

form Turkey

chance o f winning new contracts is high
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Collaborating with Japanese contractors

The number o f competitors in this

will enable the firm the ability o f

market is quite high (especially UK,

financing

projects,

USA, Germany, France and Japan)

technology

and

transferring

know-how

and

benefiting from the dominance o f Japan
on these countries
Have the chance o f benefiting the
former collaborations in the past and
familiarities

with

foreign

partners

(especially Japanese)
Accustomed to turbulent and strange
environments
Can give a chance to diversify the risk
that the firm has in CIS markets
The firm has already a contract in
Malaysia
These

markets

are

less

risky

and

developing rapidly
There are no Turkish firms in those
markets. If the firm goes first, it can
benefit from pioneering advantages
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6.2 Elaborating the Core Business - Product Development:
Motorway Construction

PROS:

CONS:

•

•

Motorway construction is profitable

The firm is inexperienced in motorway
construction

.

Request o f Malaysia, Bangladesh and

.

it becomes difficult to control

Singapore to construct motorways
•

In

fast

developing

Pacific

.

Rim

these

investments.

infrastructural

Huge amount o f initial investments and
financial resources are required

countries, there are needs and plans for
infrastructural

Because, the scale o f the work is large,

Among

investments,

motorways have a large share.
•

Because, it is machine intensive (instead

The trend in motorway construction is

o f labor), it is easier to proceed the

to bring financial credit and/or use ВОТ

work

(Build-Operate-Transfer) model. This

and

if it

is well

managed,

makes it difficult for construction firms

productivity is higher.

to be awarded with contracts
In

the

short

constructions

run,
in

new

Turkey

motorway
are

not

expected due to governmental policies,
although

some

new

planned and designed.
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projects

were

6.3 Extending the Core Business - Backward
Integration: Construction and Operation of a Cement Plant

PROS:
.

The

CONS:
firm

is

experienced

in

the

.

Require high investment

Can use the cement in its construction

·

Economies o f scale

construction o f cement plants
.

projects
.

In CIS markets, cement supply is less

Inexperienced in operating a cement

than demand

plant
Cement

consumption

of

GAMA

fluctuates and GAMA may not use all
production o f plant and come under
capacity utilization or sales efforts to sell
cement to other firms may be needed
Can sell to other companies and make

May not feasible to transport cement

profit on cement

from

Turkey to other countries in

international

construction

due

to

influences o f environmental conditions
or in some markets, there are variety o f
cements (technical
wide range o f prices
Competition
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specifications)

at

6 ^ Extending the Core Business ; Forward Integration:
Construction and Rent of Business Centers in Russia
(GAMA Business Center)

PR O S:

CONS:

•

Rents are very high in Russia

.

Risky environment

•

Short payback period (less than

•

High capital investment

3 years)
»

Due to liberalization movements and
acceleration

in

foreign

direct

investments, need for business centers
increased.
•

Experienced

in

construction

of

business centers & hotels
.

Business center having the logo o f
GAMA will provides brand familiarity

6.5 Construction of Business Center and Feasibility Study

15 Floor Business Center:
Each floor is approximately 1450 m~
Total Area is 20,000 m“
Total Base Area (including landscape area) is 2,000m"
Approximated unusable area: 3000 m"
Total usable area: 17000 m“

Financial Analysis:
Assumption: all the figures used are net present values
Projected rent $650/m"
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Occupancy rate o f business center:
First year 50%, second year 75%, after third year 100%
Construction cost: $700/m“
Cost o f construction material: $6,000,000
Customs: 50% o f material cost
Operational Expenses (administrative, repair, maintenance): $450,000 per year
9

Leasing cost o f land: $50/m“ per year

Revenues:
9

Rent revenue: usable area * rent/m" * occupancy
1st year : 17,000m“ * $650/m“ * 50% = $5,525,000
2nd y e a r: 17,000m“ * $650/m^ * 75% = $8,287,500
3rd year : 17,000m“ * $650/m^ * 100%= $11,050,000
after 3rd year steady cash flow o f $11,050,000

Expenses:
Construction expense : construction cost * construction area
: $700/m“ * 20,000 = $ 14,000,000
Material and customs expenses : $6,000,000 + $3,000,000 = $9,000,000
Leasing expenses: 2,000m^ * $50/m“ = $100,000 (per year)

Calculation o f Payback Period:
when Fixed Costs + Variable Costs = Revenue
Fixed Costs = Construction cost + Material Costs + Customs = $23,000,000
Variable Costs = Operational Costs + Leasing = $550,000 per year
Revenue = $13,812,500 + ( $11,050,000 per year)
$23,000,000 + $550,000x = $13,812,500 + $1 l,050,000(x-2)
X = 2.97 years
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6.6 Preserve the Current Strategy

PROS:

CONS:

•

Expert in its core business

•

.

High financial performance

half o f the works o f GAMA, is very

•

Increased reputation

risky. Russia ranks second in riskiness

•

Calculated risk taker

in the world.

•

N ot dependent on only one market, by

•

CIS market which constitutes almost

Undiversified risk (since GAMA is

this way decreases its risks. (Since

dependent

GAMA

sensitive

operates

in

international

markets, it has been effected less from
shrinkage in investments caused by

on
to

one
drastic

industry,
changes

it is
in

investments in the construction sector).
.

Short-term oriented

1994 economic crisis)

Concentrated on Russian market, do

Concentrated its efforts around its core

not consider other alternatives

business

In Russia get work only through

Cooperation
GAMA

with

Gazprom

opportunities

to

get

gives

negotiation by the help o f Gazprom,

new

which increases the vulnerability o f

contracts without entering tenders

GAMA in case o f the deterioration o f

Not specialized operates in the many

this relationship.

fields o f the construction industry, this
enables GAMA to undertake many
projects and decreases it risks
Prefer using internal financing do not
take financial risk
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6.7 Recommended Strategies

Among the strategies discussed above, GAMA is recommended to pursue the following
strategies at the same time.

•

Preserve the current situation with some modification

•

Penetrate in Far & South East markets

•

Extend the core business; Construct and rent business centers in Russia

Currently, the existing business strategy and performance o f GAMA is quite satisfying
and successful. For that reason, GAMA is recommended to preserve its current situation.
However, it should also be alert to opportunities in new markets and make some changes as
recommended in the following sections. The second and third strategies are both profitable
and promising strategies and they also overcome the cons o f the current strategy o f GAMA.
Moreover, they are also parallel with GAMA's way o f doing business, business principles and
center o f gravity.

Even though motorway construction seems as an promising alternative, it is not
recommended GAMA to construct motorways, since at least for now, GAMA can undertake
such contracts only in new markets like Malaysia and Singapore and it is risky. Since GAMA
is risk averse, it is not recommended GAMA to enter into new markets with a new product at
high risks and high capital requirements at the time being. However they should kept this
strategy in mind. While working in Far &. South East Asia, they might become familiar with
this market and if an opportunity arises they may reconsider constructing motorways.
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6.8 Implementation of Far & South East Asia Strategy

.

Market monitoring (Tenders and Development Projects o f Countries) and contacting
with embassies. Main Consultancy o f Prime Ministry for Abroad Contracting Services,
special journals and network systems

.

Contacting with possible candidates for Joint Venture (especially Japanese) or
subcontracting

.

Negotiations

How GAMA can succeed in establishing viable joint ventures or being a subcontractor?

1.

With its proposals

2.

By accepting the proposals o f possible candidate partners

3.

Or instead o f joint venture, GAMA can be a subcontractor

Naturally, these partnerships depend on the type and size o f the project, location and the
degree o f consensus on negotiations

In order to monitor the tenders and projects, GAMA should benefit from MIS that is
proposed in the next sections.

Possible Candidates fo r Collaboration:
Japanese Contractors:
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Chiyoda Corp., Tokyo (12), Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd., Tokyo (13), JGC Corp.,
Tokyo (18), Toyo Engineering Corp., Tokyo (24), Nishimatsu Construction Co. Ltd., Tokyo
(25), Aoki Corp., Tokyo (36), Kajima Corp., Tokyo (38), Obayashi Corp., Tokyo (41),
Shimizu Corp., Tokyo (42), Takenaka Corp., Tokyo (45), Taisei Corp., Tokyo (51), PentaOcean Construction Co. Ltd., Tokyo (55), Hazama Corp., Tokyo (70), Kumagai Gumi Co.
Ltd., Tokyo (71), Mitsui Const. Co. Ltd., Tokyo (115)

Current Japanese Partners
•

Mitsui

•

Sumitomo

USA Contractors

Bechtel Group Inc., San Francisco, California (3), The M.W. Kellogg Co., Houston, Texas
(4), Brown 8l Root Inc., Houston, Texas (5), The Parsons Corp., Pasadena, California (6),
Black & Veatch/ The Pritchard Corp., Kansas City, Mo. (10)

The numbers given within the parenthesis indicate the rank o f companies in ENR list for
the top 250 international contractors for 1994

6.9 Structure

GAMA may be seen as an open system. An open system is one in which the system has
free interaction with the environment within which it exists. GAMA is capable o f maintaining
its ability to act throughout, regardless o f any changes that may take place in its environment.
Its environment consists o f legal requirements, technological constraints, political structure,
sociological considerations that can influence GAMA. Its interaction with its environment
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takes the form o f an exchange o f information and materials in order to create finished product
as a result o f the transformation process being undertaken by GAMA.

In this process, feedback at many points is very important. Feedback results from control
action and serves to enable adjustments to be made to the transformation process and its
interaction with the environment.

Foundation o f GAMA backs to 1946, when an entrepreneur founded his one man firm.
Through years by the involvement o f others, GAMA reached its current situation. Like many
other Turkish contractors firms, GAMA has always been rather centralized. The reason for
this is that owner managers are professionals themselves and are involved in practical work.

From year 1946 to present, by the increase in work volume, organizational structure o f
GAMA has also been changed. Currently, board o f directors consist o f seven members, and
there are 27 company executives. They are all professionals and do not delegate authority to
subordinates. Increases in number o f managers and work volume in international area resulted
in communication problems and this necessitates some modifications in the old structure. To
ensure effective information flow and to overcome communication problems GAMA needs
the MIS that is mentioned previously. Information processing department must take the
responsibility o f this process and should enable GAMA to make effective use o f information
technology.

In the light o f previous discussions, establishment o f a Human Resource Department
which will include personnel and training departments in its structure is also recommended.

They should also establish a Far & South East Asia department to deal the operations in
area that will be responsible to assistant general manager o f overseas operations.
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To monitor the environment and opportunities in the international market, formation o f a
team that will also be responsible to assistant general manager o f overseas operations is
recommended.

6.10 Quality

Although managers o f GAMA state that their orientation is toward high quality
construction and they value high quality in their operations, it seems that GAMA does not
have a formal quality policy.

One o f the most important problems o f construction sector is the employment o f
unqualified workers. Till now this problem did not constitute a problem in Turkey, but with
the increasing consciousness o f customers and their demand on high quality products
accompanied with the entrance into international contracting arena and increasing
competition, construction companies should be more sensitive to quality. This is also valid for
GAMA.

To improve quality, GAMA should train its employees. By this way, quality will be
diffused from top to grassroots. This is important since quality can not be achieved only by
inspection and efforts o f top management, commitment o f workers is also required. They
should train the workers as they are hired, and try to work with the same workers over time.
They should ensure their commitment to quality and make employees feel responsible for the
quality o f work. This strategy will also improve employee motivation and loyalty to the
company.

O f course, this policy will have some advantages and disadvantages. These can be
summarized as follows:
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It is known that hiring unqualified workers results in many reworks which costs time and
money loss to the company. It also demotivates the workers. O f course, these things will
bring an extra expense to GAMA in the short run, however in the long run since company
will promote working with the same workers, rework costs will decrease, quality will be
improved. These reductions in costs will compensate the initial extra expenses. By the
improvement o f quality, competitive strength o f GAMA will increase.

6.11 HR Management

GAMA has a recruitment, compensation and performance appraisal strategies, but
doesn’t have a systematic HR management system. Their performance appraisal system works
only for administrative personnel. As discussed above in quality section, there is a need for
training and this is a HR activity. Besides, because GAMA does work in international arena as
well as Turkish market. They hire Turkish workers even for the international works. This
gives rise to certain problems and obligations to be performed. Therefore, they need a policy
related to expatriates.

Another legal issue, recently emerged in Russia, needs attention. Since unemployment
reached 3 million in 1994, it was decided that companies that brought foreign workers to CIS
make an extra payment to government to decrease unemployment. This may constitute a
problem to Russia and to deal with it hiring local country nationals may be useful.

In fact, GAMA employ Russians in minimum numbers required by the laws. Nowadays,
there is another concern that is growing in importance. GAMA is a centralized firm. With the
growing work load (especially in the international market), there is a need to delegate
authority from owner managers to subordinate managers.

All o f the above mentioned issues necessitates HR management system.
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It is useful to make clear here, why HR management is so important. Today,
organizations large and small, face an environment characterized by ;

.

extremely high levels o f competition

•

hundreds o f thousands o f firms

•

a vast number o f nations with low wages and/or highly skilled workers

•

rapid technological advances

.

dynamic legal, political and social realities

•

changing values and educational qualifications

•

customers and clients demanding high quality at low prices

Implications o f these issues for HR management are enormous.

Specific goals o f HR department in GAMA should be attracting applicants, retaining
desirable employees, motivating employees and retraining them. In doing these, its overall
goals must be improving productivity and the quality o f working life, increasing the firm’s
legal compliance, gaining competitive advantage and assurance work force adaptability.
Especially legal compliance and workforce adaptability is very important for GAMA, since it
is working in foreign countries. This will all have an impact on the firm’s overall direction and
on its bottom line.

HR management should perform the following activities to reach the above mentioned
goals :
- understand the environment & meet its demands
- staff the organization
- appraise employee behavior
- compensate employee performance
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- train & develop
- establish & maintain effective work relationships
- monitor & asses the work environment
- give importance to cultural differences

6.11.1 Selection & Placement of Employees

This topic is very important for a firm especially working in international markets. A key
in selecting any employee is knowing what the job requires. GAMA can choose to apply one
o f the three HR practices abroad;

.

Ethnocenirisnr. practice o f using one’s own HR practices abroad

.

Polycentrism: allowing operations in different countries to develop & use their
own HR practices.

.

Geocentricism: developing practices that can be applied in all countries with
modest adjustment to local country conditions,

GAMA is proposed to use the third practice which will be sound for them to apply
abroad.

Employing parent-country nationals (PCN) host-country nationals (HCN) or thirdcountry (TCN) brings with it many considerations.

HCN: persons working in their own country which is not the country o f the parent
company.
TCN; persons working in a country that is neither their own country nor the country
o f the parent company.
PCN: an employee who works for a domestic company but in its foreign location.
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To be successful they need the skills not only to perform a specific job but also to
perform the general duties required such as cultural, empathy, flexibility, tolerance &
adaptability. Using this criteria for selection and placement is very important, because it is
most probably that GAMA will have to employ host- country national in Russia due to legal
requirements. Put aside legal considerations, employing HCN or TCN may be more useful in
terms o f cost savings.

Pros & Cons o f PCNs, TCNs & HCNs can be summarized as follows:

PCNs:

Pros:

Cons:

Organizational control & coordination

Adaptation to host country may

is maintained and facilitated

take a long time

Finding them is easy

Compensation for PCNs & HCNs
may differ

HCNs

Pros:

Cons:

Language & other barriers are

Control &. coordination may be

eliminated

difficult

Hiring costs are reduced and
no work permit is required
Government policy may dictate hiring
ofH C N s
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TCNs

Pros:

Cons;

Salary & benefit requirements

Transfers must consider possible

may be lower than for PCNs

national animosities

TCNs may be better informed

The host government may resent

than PCNs about

hiring o f TCNs

host-country environment
TCNs may want to return to
their

own

countries

after

assignment

6.11.2 Performance Appraisal System

Productivity improvement is very important for all organizations, especially during
periods when the environment is highly competitive as is the case in construction industry.
W hat employees do or do not do influences an organization’s productivity. In this frame HR
management come to the scene again.

GAMA does not

have any formal performance appraisal system. They only evaluate

performance o f administrative and technical personnel in order to decide on the amount o f
bonus given to them.

Because performance & absenteeism can have a great impact on productivity and the
competitive strategy o f GAMA, they should form a Performance Appraisal System (PAS).
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GAMA can not use performance appraisal forms etc. For workers, since they are
numerous. Instead, workers’ supervisors can monitor them, that is performance control o f
employees can be given to their supervisors.

On the other hand, for administrative and technical personnel they can use behavioral &
output-based PASs. Behavioral appraisals allow to evaluate each person’s performance
independent o f other employees but relative to behavioral criteria. Output based appraisal, on
the other hand, focus on job products as the primary criteria.

Usage o f these approaches will allow GAMA to motivate people to do well, provide
feedback, to give decisions related to promotion, discharge, layoff, pay and transfer and so
will give the ability to make comparisons across subordinates and departments.

6.11.3 Training

It is discussed before training requirements and said that training will improve current
and future performance by increasing worker ability. Trained workers will enable the firm to
be more productive, improve quality o f work, so in turn decrease rework and costs.

GAMA should base its training program on three major phases:
1.

assessment to determine the training and development needs o f the
organization,

2.

implementation; certain programs and learning methods must be used to
impart new attitudes, skills and abilities,

3.

evaluation

The training program is also tabulated on Table 6.
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T able 6. Selecting a Training Program for GAMA

SK ILLS REQ U IRED

SK IL L

BA SIC LITERA CY

IN TER PER SO N A L

C O N C EPTU A L/

LEV EL

AND TE C H N IC A L

SK ILLS

IN TEG RA TIV E

R EQ U IR ED

SK ILLS

SK ILLS

Fundam ental

Job rotation

Role-playing

Job rotation

Knowledge

Multiple management

Sensitivity training

Multiple

Apprenticeship training

Formal courses

management

Job instruction training

Simulation
Case discussion

Skill

Job rotation

Role-playing

Job rotation

Developm ent

Multiple management

Sensitivity training

Multiple

Simulation

Job rotation

management

Supervisory assistance

Multiple management

Simulation

Simulation

Case discussion

lole-playing

Job rotation

O perational

Job rotation

Efficiency

Multiple management

Job rotation

Multiple

Apprenticeship training

Multiple management

management

. ob instruction training

Apprenticeship training

Simulation

Simulation

. bb instruction training

Case discussion

nternship&assistantship

Simulation

Supervisory assistance
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6.11.4 Establishing Human Resource Department

hire a HR specialist
personnel department should be tied to HR
department
training department should be established and it
must be tied to HR department
HR department should start implementation o f the before
mentioned training, selection, placement and performance
appraisal systems
after the organizational and job needs are determined, in
order to fulfill the before mentioned training requirements
training media should be selected

job needs: tasks performed, skills needed, acceptable standards
organizational needs: analysis should begin with an assessment o f the short
and long-term objectives o f the business.

.

decide on the participants o f the training program:
- workers
- engineers
- line managers

.

decide on the person that will conduct the training
- for workers: may be foremen, engineers, supervisors, co-workers
- for engineers & line managers: chief executive officers,

.

HR staff, an internal or external expert
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6.12 MIS (Management Information Systems)

After entrance o f GAMA into international contracting, increased work volume started
to cause communication problems between managers. To meet the challenging requirements
o f dynamic construction business, GAMA is recommended to establish a MIS system that will
enable it make effective use o f information. A computer network should be set up to provide
information flow between departments & branches o f GAMA. Employees should be able to
reach required information easily. Some files should be read-only, and some files should only
be accessible by top management. Use o f the network will also provide easier communication
between Turkey & project teams abroad. MIS should include the following information:

Financial data
Accounting data
Human Resource data
Correspondences
Supplier information
Information about partners
Competitor intelligence
Procurement data
Environmental data (legal, technological, economical)
Engineering & architectural databases
Project scheduling & management databases.

6.12.1 Formation of the Information System

.

research information requirements should be determined

.

budget plan
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tender
selection o f a consultant
system design
pilot study
redesign
complete MIS
training
continuous improvement

6.13 Expert Systems and Integrated Construction Planning

The aim o f this recommendation is to improve planning and management o f GAMA at
early design stages and propose integrated construction system planning, incorporating master
scheduling, structure systems and construction method selection and work scheduling.

Expert systems, one o f the innovative computer methods are applied to this
comprehensive systemization which covers efficient interactive co-operation between
designers, engineers and project managers.

One o f the current challenges in the field o f construction is integration o f the design and
construction process. Several factors particular to the construction industry have restricted the
application o f such innovative computer methods to the efficient integration o f design and
construction. Among these factors are the lower levels o f mass production in construction
than in manufacturing, varying and complex construction conditions and the overlapping o f
the design and construction phases in many projects.

As construction involves cooperation o f numerous designers, engineers and project
managers, a comprehensive organizational planning and management tool is important.
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Because, failure to dedicate sufficient time for construction planning and inadequate project
monitoring, evaluation all work to the detriment o f productivity, incurring heavy losses for
GAMA.

This motivated proposing an integrated construction system planning tool for GAMA wide construction planning and management effort. Traditional construction has changed
over recent years due to complexities in and the variety of, construction systems and methods.
Development has progressed rapidly in areas such as new and high strength materials and
integrated construction systems for specific engineering and planning applications.

As the constructed facility approaches higher levels o f sophistication, the need to
innovate the organizational and technological background o f construction has also risen.
Specifically,

a)

Co-operative investigation into issues o f constructibility throughout the
planning and management stages

b)

Improved productivity, conversion to more flexible designs, engineering and
construction organization

c)

Overall, strategic and integrative decision making o f construction planning and
management

Three major problems with GAMA’s current system were identified:

.

Basic information and knowledge about construction technologies is not
shared between designer & constructors

•

Interactive procedures at early design stages to apply construction systems &
methods have not yet been developed
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.

Non-systematic evaluation and feedback o f relevant data & information from
the construction site is prevalent

To solve these problems, three solutions are proposed :

1.

GAMA should design & develop well-structured data and knowledge-based
systems for structures and construction methods

2.

GAMA should build a system for planners to allow them to study & check
structure systems & construction methods for a project at various planning
stages

3.

GAMA should establish a system for feeding-back actual construction data to
consistent and flexible project and production information system databases.

This information system will improve the productivity o f design, planning and
management in construction. At present, the main use o f computer applications in
construction are CAD, CAE (complex structural analysis), construction planning and project
control and nowadays GIS (geographical information system).

The system proposed, integrated investigation by designers, engineers and project
managers at the early planning stages will improve productivity at the construction stage and
reduce construction cost through better utilization o f building and other structural systems,
construction methods and the resources available at the construction period. This cooperative
planning is defined as integrated construction system planning which incorporates all levels o f
the project planning process.
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Knowledge Representation

To establish an integrated construction planning system based on knowledge-based
system technology, two types o f knowledge should be acquired and implemented. First type is
surface knowledge which depends on purpose and can be acquired through the following
analysis:

.

Classification o f characteristics between structure systems and construction
methods

.

Technology

availability

as

determined

by

the

given

conditions

and

characteristics
•

Strategic knowledge and procedures implemented to solve problems.

This knowledge is acquired from domain experts.

The other type o f knowledge is deep knowledge which depends on the domain and is
structured as follows:

.

Hierarchical network o f objects which represent a structure space model,
structure systems model, construction methods models, construction activity
models, site layout models and resources.

.

User-defined relations which represent connections between elements and
components, resource availability and sequence o f activities

.

Methods or attached procedures which control the information between
objects

.

The structured object-model can be more available through consistent
planning stages and can be modified without special operations when a linked
object-model is changed.
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The main steps are:
1.

Master Scheduling

2.

Construction Method Selection

3.

Work Scheduling

Moreover, value engineering / value analysis methods can be inserted into the system.
Value engineering is a technique used to reduce the costs associated with a product without
compromising quality or performance. Since contractors normally relies on past experience in
quoting fixed prices for projects. To control costs, GAMA wants to use familiar construction
methods and materials in order to sequence subcontractors predictability during construction.
Contingency costs, cost o f risk, unforeseen problems, different construction techniques etc.
can be counter-balanced by the savings from value engineering.

M ore specifically, to give a few examples:
.

What are the functions o f structural members? Are they necessary, can they be
accomplished in different ways?

.

What materials are used? Can a less costly material be substituted?

.

How much material is wasted during construction production? Can waste be
reduced by changing the design, etc.?

By the value analysis, GAMA can gain significant cost savings and competitive power. In
addition to that, VA / VE can enable GAMA to construct better projects, improve
performance and reliability, quality, delivery through reduced lead times and improved
maintenance and lower repair costs. In order to reach this objective, project teams should be
established in GAMA consisting o f design engineers, construction engineers, purchasing
specialist, financial analysts, architects and others who posses relevant skills.
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On the other hand, VA program proposed requires top management support, close
coordination o f engineering, production, purchasing, accounting and quality control, the
availability o f necessary data and finally training. These improvements can not only result in
cost reduction for GAMA, but higher profit by demanding higher price for construction
projects.
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CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this MBA thesis, it was focused on construction industry o f Turkey and particularly,
Turkish construction firms and their competitiveness in international markets. Furthermore,
an industry analysis by using Porter's framework (Porter 1980) was also carried out. As being
a case-study, GAMA- Industrial Plants Manufacturing and Erection Corp. which is operating
in both domestic and global construction markets and ranked as 94th biggest construction
firm in the world in 1994 was also introduced by making its competitiveness analysis and
strategical planning. In doing that, the environment surrounding, some insights like
globalization, new world order and trends in international contracting were also stressed and
emphasized.

International contracting sector comprises civil and civic construction, installation,
erection, engineering, project consultancy, maintenance, repair works etc. in foreign countries
or global markets. Although the sectoral activation started after World W ar II to rehabilitate
the damaged Europe, the real development and acceleration had been created in early I970's.

The oil crisis in the years o f 1973 and 1974 had given rise to huge increases in the
petroleum export revenues o f OPEC countries. These revenues were channeled to huge
investment and development projects. These developments and the investment credits given
to some countries have created demands for the international contracting. Due to these
reasons, the main markets for international construction have been North African, Middle
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East, G ulf Region, Latin American and finally South and Far East Asian countries in spite o f
some shrinkage in Middle East markets nowadays.

The decline in the oil prices, increasing foreign debts o f market countries, the protective
precautions taken by the host countries, realization o f some primary projects already and the
recession in the world economy resulted in remarkable shrinkage in international contracting
during the 1981-1987 period.

On the other hand, new dynamics and order o f the world in recent years has been
creating new trends, demands and developments for this sector.

Before these new trends emerged, the competitive pricing^idding and technical
proficiency were the main dimensions o f competition in this sector. However, the economic
and political relations and benefit equilibrium between countries, incentives, project financing
and effective engineering-consultancy services became the main constituents o f competitive
power to survive in this business, today.

In the 1970’s when there was an economic crisis at home, Turkish contractors for the
first time turned their eyes towards overseas projects. With the first contracts signed in Libya,
the Turkish international contracting started its rapid growth and during the period passed it
made remarkable progress. According the information given by the Main Consultancy o f
Contracting Services Abroad which is established by Turkish Prime Ministry, Turkish
contractors have undertaken the projects o f 33.1 billion USA $ in cumulative total from the
beginning in 1970's to the end o f 1994. These developments are very significant for Turkey
since international contracting revenues created by Turkish construction firms constitute the
third main revenue generating source for Turkish economy after export and tourism revenues
in the aspects o f value addition. This development and situation is one o f the main motivation
evoking points to write this thesis.
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It should also be stated that in today's world, the main criteria to survive and entrench in
international contracting sector is to be entrepreneur, investor, model creator for financing the
construction projects and to establish good relations with the clients. Whereas, in previous
periods, bidding/pricing competitively for the tenders whose projects, designs and financial
resources are already determined and prepared was the main criterion. Therefore, this change
in the dimensions o f competitiveness for international contracting should not be disregarded.

The main strengths o f Turkish international contractors are proximity to the some
markets, manpower, risk taking behaviour, the experience and reputation gained so far.

The vast majority o f work undertaken overseas has been in the Middle East, North
Africa, Russian Federation and other CIS countries. Two factors especially have tempted
Turkish contractors to the Middle East and North Africa.: The geographical proximity o f
Turkey and physiological proximity, in that most countries share a common heritage and have
a cultural and religious links with Turkey. This also seems to valid for new CIS countries

The main strength o f the Turkish contractors is their access to vast human resources.
Generally, Turkish contracting firms takes its own labour to its projects. The labour force is
very mobile, flexible, low cost in international standards, prepared to work in harsh conditions
and accustomed to the severity o f various climates. Although these advantages may be limited
by a lack o f systematic training and shortages o f qualified labour, unemployment in Turkey is
high and so the opportunity to work overseas is welcomed, especially as the wages are 2-3
times higher than in Turkey.

Turkish contractors are competitive on construction prices, because o f their low wage
economy and relatively low overheads. They are also risk takers, ready to engage in joint
ventures and to enter into new markets. They are prepared to undertake projects on which
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the security o f payment would alarm a Western contractor. Indeed, delays in payment seem to
the be accepted by Turkish contractors as part o f doing business.

As a result o f the squeeze on foreign exchange, several oil-rich countries make payments
in goods. International construction is increasingly reliant upon barter agreements. Turkey is
heavily dependent upon imported energy. So, some countries such as Libya pay in petro
dollars. However, some countries strike a harder bargain than others.

Turkish contractors have enlarged their product portfolio in recent years. Especially giant
general contractors can bid for various kinds projects ranging from motorways to dams and
industrial plants. This reality increased their chance to be awarded with new contracts. The
reputation arising from on time, even early delivery o f the projects and quality is also very
significant dimension which provides the Turkish contractors with competitive advantage.

On the other hand, Turkish contractors also suffer from several weaknesses and threats.
Particularly, weak and volatile Turkish economy, lack o f integrated national strategy and
government support towards contracting overseas, with compared to other countries, lack o f
international design and engineering consultants in Turkey, lack o f credit, insurance and as
being most crucial, financing arrangements for investment projects affects Turkish contractors
adversely.

Since providing finance to the construction projects or offering Build-Operate-Transfer
Models seem to most crucial competitiveness generating issues today, realizing these by the
help o f government, banking sector or other international arrangements can contribute
Turkish contractors in the coming years. By that way, Turkish contractors can also diversify
the risks they take in Russia and other CIS countries by entering new markets. Particularly,
Far East and South Asia seem to the most promising markets in next century.
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As being a future study, the effects o f Customs Union with European Union on Turkish
contractors and construction industry in terms o f especially new opportunities and threats can
be studied. Furthermore, risk and value management for Turkish contractors seem to be a
possible topic. And finally, the solution strategy for eliminating finance, insurance and credit
problems and forming a national strategy for contracting overseas can also be investigated
and studied.
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APPENDIX A

THE DISTRIBUTION OF CONTRACTS AWARDED BY TURKISH
CONTRACTORS ACROSS COUNTRIES

Source: Yurtdışı Müteahhitlik Hizmetleri Başbakanlık Başmüşavirliği Faaliyet Raporu, 1995,
p3.

COUNTRY

TOTAL CONTRACTS

ONGOING CONTRACTS

AWARDED (MILLION $)

(MILLIONS)

RUSSIAN FEDERATION

4,676.4

3,897.1

W HITE RUSSIA

305.8

32.6

UKRAINE

281.0

260.0

LATVIA

43.6

43.6

AZERBAIJAN

348.4

348.4

KAZAKHSTAN

1,184.2

1,184.1

KIRGHIZISTAN

117.5

99.2

UZBEKISTAN

700.2

699.4

TACİKİSTAN

53.5

53.5

TURKM ENISTAN

1,255.7

1,166.8

ARMENIA

7.2

7.2

GEORGIA

101.9

56.9

F O R M E R USSR

9,075.4

7,848.8
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COUNTRY

TOTAL CONTRACTS

ONGOING CONTRACTS

AWARDED (MILLION $)

(MILLION $)

GERMANY

135.7

132.8

IRAQ

3,542.0

788.4

ISRAEL

12.6

12.6

TURKISH REPUBLIC OF

84.1

35.7

KUWAIT

504.2

387.9

LIBYA

14,500.0

4,256.8

LEBANON

100.0

100.0

MALAYSIA

53.1

53.1

EGYPT

24.7

24.7

PAKISTAN

324.1

324.1

ROMANIA

163.7

163.7

SYRIA

28.1

3.2

SAUDI ARABIA

4,183.0

958.6

OTHERS

400.0

5.0

SUMMATION

24,055.3

7,246.6

TOTAL

33,130.7

15,095.4

NORTHERN CYPRUS
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APPENDIX B

THE SHARE OF CONSTRUCTION SECTOR IN GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT
AND ITS VALUE

Source: DIE, Haber Bülteni
IN CURRENT PRICES:

YEAR

VALU E

SHARE

G R O W T H RATE :

(M illio n T L )

GNP
(M illio n T L )

1968

9,331.3 1

5 .7

1969

10,434.0 1

5.7

11.8

1 8 3 ,3 5 6 .2

1970

12 ,0 0 4 .4

5.8

15.1

2 0 7 ,8 1 4 .8

1971

1 3 ,1 0 0 .6

5.0

9.1

2 6 1 ,0 7 2 .6

1972

1 5 ,3 6 1 .3

4 .9

17.3

3 1 4 ,1 3 9 .6

1973

20,336.1

5.1

32.4

3 9 9 ,0 8 8 .6

1974

25,686.1

4 .8

26.3

5 3 7 ,6 7 7 .6

1975

3 5 ,7 3 7 .9

5.2

39.1

6 9 0 ,9 0 0 .8

1976

4 6 ,1 2 2 .8

5 .3

29.1

8 6 8 ,0 6 5 .8

1977

6 1 ,9 0 5 .2

5.6

34.2

1 ,1 0 8 ,2 7 0 .7

1978

9 2 ,3 3 8 .3

5 .6

4 9 .2

1 ,6 4 5 ,9 6 8 .5

1979

1 5 7 ,4 9 8 .4

5.5

70.6

2 ,8 7 6 ,5 2 2 .9

1980

2 9 6 ,2 8 0 .5

5 .6

88.1

5 ,3 0 3 ,0 1 0 .2

1981

41 0 ,7 7 9 .1

5.1

38.6

8 ,0 2 2 ,7 4 5 .3

1982

4 8 7 ,3 2 9 .8

4 .6

18.6

1 0 ,6 1 1 ,8 5 9 .2

1 6 3 ,8 9 2 .7
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1

1983

7 6 1 ,1 1 9 .0

5.5

56.2

13,933,008.1

1984

1,18 4 ,5 2 1 .3

5.3

55.6

2 2 ,1 6 7 ,7 3 9 .9

1985

2 ,0 5 1 ,5 3 4 .4

5.8

73.2

3 5 ,3 5 0 ,3 1 8 .4

1986

3,545,018.1

6.9

72.8

5 1 ,1 8 4 ,7 5 9 .3

1987

5 ,4 5 1 ,6 5 1 .2

7.3

53.8

75,019,388.1

1988

9 ,9 9 8 ,3 0 1 .6

7.7

83.4

1 2 9 ,1 7 5 ,1 0 3 .7

1989

1 5 ,904,261.2

6.9

59.1

230,36 9 ,9 3 7 .1

1990

2 4 ,7 4 6 ,4 5 5 .3

6.2

55.6

3 9 7 ,1 7 7 ,5 4 7 .4

1991

4 4 ,1 3 9 ,2 9 4 .4

7.0

78.4

6 3 4 ,4 3 1 ,0 9 7 .0

1992

7 4 ,5 0 9 ,4 1 3 .9

6.7

68.8

1 ,1 0 3 ,8 4 3 ,4 2 2 .9

1993

131,22 6 ,6 5 0 .0

6 .9

76.1

1 ,9 0 8 ,7 0 4 ,7 1 6 .9

3 8 ,2 3 1 ,1 0 8 .6

7.7

96.3

4 9 4 ,9 6 7 ,9 5 0 .4

5 5 ,3 8 5 ,9 2 4 .9

7.4

73.7

7 6 3 ,2 2 0 ,0 0 5 .2

8 5 ,8 6 8 ,4 3 2 .5

6.9

98.0

1 ,2 4 9 ,5 2 3 ,7 3 9 .4

1994-1 St
Q u a rter
1994-2nd
Q u a rter
1994-3rd
Q u a rter
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IN 1987 CONSTANT PM CES:

1 YEAR

VALU E

SHARE

G RO W TH RATE

(M illio n T L )

GNP
(M illio n T L )

1968

2.147,556.3 ;

6.8

1969

2 ,1 90,733.4

6.6

2.0

33,002,579.1

1970

2,4 2 4 ,1 6 9 .6

7.0

10.7

34,468,624.1

3 1 ,6 3 5 ,1 9 7 .4

1971

2,3 9 1 ,6 8 9 .0

6.5

-1.3

3 6 ,8 9 7 ,3 7 7 .0

1972

2 ,6 4 5 ,4 1 2 .9

6.6

10.6

4 0 ,2 7 9 ,2 4 7 .9

1973

2 ,8 8 5 ,3 6 8 .2

6.8

9.1

4 2 ,2 5 5 ,0 0 4 .3

1974

2,92 4 ,3 2 3 .6

6 .7

1.4

4 3 ,6 3 3 ,1 7 1 .7

1975

2 .9 6 6 ,3 6 0 .9

6.4

1.4

4 6 ,2 7 5 ,4 1 3 .5

1976

3.342.042.1

6.6

12.7

5 0 ,4 1 7 ,9 6 7 .7

1977

3 ,3 5 5 ,2 8 8 .6

6.5

0.4

5 1 ,9 4 4 ,3 3 9 .3

1978

2 ,8 3 3 ,7 3 9 .8

5.4

-15.5

5 2 ,5 8 2 ,1 7 0 .9

1979

2 ,8 5 0 ,1 7 5 .3

5.4

0.6

5 2 ,3 2 4 ,1 7 5 .7

1980

3 ,0 9 6 ,9 0 3 .8

6.1

8.7

5 0 ,8 6 9 ,9 1 5 .2
5 3 ,3 1 6 ,8 4 9 .3

1981

3 ,1 6 1 ,2 7 9 .6

5.9

2.1

1982

2 ,8 6 5 ,9 3 9 .8

5.2

-9.3

54 ,9 6 3 ,2 1 5 .7

1983

3,36 4 ,5 6 3 .4

5.9

17.4

57,279,000.1

1984

3 ,7 6 1 ,0 9 5 .0

6.1

11.8

6 1 ,3 4 9 ,8 2 9 .9

1985

4 ,2 7 2 ,7 4 6 .6

6.7

13.6

6 3 ,9 8 9 ,0 9 8 .7

1986

4 ,7 4 4 ,5 1 8 .8

6.9

11.0

6 8 ,3 1 4 ,8 7 8 .2
75,019,388.1

1987

5 ,4 5 1 ,6 5 1 .2

7.3

14.9

1988

5 ,1 5 9 ,0 1 9 .2

6 .8

-5.4

7 6 ,1 0 8 ,1 4 2 .6

1989

5.471.835.1

7.1

6.1

77,347,305.1

1990

5 ,4 1 1 ,4 3 8 .7

6.4

-1.1

8 4 ,5 9 1 ,7 1 6 .9

1991

5 ,4 7 2 ,6 8 0 .2

6.4

1.1

84,8 9 2 ,4 6 3 .8

6.4

6.2

9 0 ,3 4 4 ,4 2 3 .9

1992

5,814 ,3 7 1 .8

1993

6 ,3 0 9 ,2 0 1 .2

6.5

8.5

9 6 ,9 8 4 ,5 6 6 .9

1,230,056.8

6.6

2.9

18,864,623.1

1,429,240.0

7.3

-2.1

19,786,227.1

1,958,260.0

6.6

-0.3

2 9 ,7 8 9 ,7 0 1 .0

1994-1 St
Q u a rter
1994-2nd
Q u a rter
1994-3rd
Q u a rter
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